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Hello From

Foreword

s Nick Sangwin

Nick Sangwin, chair of the
north east region, writes

O

ur industry is brilliant
at what it does
but not so much
at telling people
about its success stories. The
NFB, individual members and
the wider industry all have a
role to play in getting those
good news stories out there to
change some people’s view of
construction.

One fantastic opportunity to
demonstrate just how inspiring
construction and housing can
be is the NFB Awards. Now in
its seventh year, it is a wonderful
shop window for some of the
outstanding projects, teams
and individuals we see each
year. Congratulations to all the
winners of these prestigious
awards this year and also those
that were shortlisted.
Who knows where we
will be regarding Brexit by
the time you read this? As
leaders in construction industry
businesses, it is important that
we keep up with the latest
picture. This includes the effect
that leaving the EU will have
on the 3.5 million EU nationals
currently living in the UK. It could
well be your workplace that is
affected, but don’t worry help is
at hand. The members’ section
of the NFB website has plenty of
guidance and Brexit readiness

One fantastic
opportunity to
demonstrate just
how inspiring
construction and
housing can be is
the NFB Awards.”
tools to help you make sense
of it all.
Meanwhile, Natural England
is rolling out a new approach
to the conservation of great
crested newts, following
participation in the drafting of
guidance by the House Builders
Association and a pilot in Surrey.
The ambition is to streamline the
licensing process for housing
developers so I look forward

to seeing how this pans out for
fellow NFB members.
In our region nothing
much changes. We still have
a shortage of skills and our
industry needs to do more to sell
itself to the younger generation,
and let them know that
construction is a great career
with lots of opportunities. We
must embrace the use of digital/
IT, that will pique the interest of
school leavers.
This is probably my last
foreword before I take over
as national chair and I have
really enjoyed my time as your
region’s representative on the
national board. I will continue
to ensure our region has a
strong voice when I take over
as national chair. We have some
excellent companies doing great
things in our area.

Welcome

s David Todd

David Todd, regional
manager for the north east,
writes

H

ello and welcome to
the third edition of
Regional Review, full
of important industry
news and views – but also very
much focused on our region.
Thank you for all your feedback
on the magazine so far: we’re
always happy to hear from you,
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including your news and any
thoughts on articles you might
like to read.
As well as Regional Review,
another way the NFB is
working hard to provide you
with valuable and useable
information is through our new
NFB Regional Construction
Forums. At these forums, we
will bring together construction
experts and influential industry
figures to address the real
challenges you face and to bring
you the very latest information
on current issues.
Regional Construction
Forums will be great networking
opportunities as well but
really it will be the opportunity
to interact with experts and
colleagues and reflect on
industry issues and new ideas
that will make the events so
stimulating and worthwhile.
These events are free. The
first six events – in Chepstow,

I know the
number and
quality of entries
into the NFB
Awards this year
was strong.”
Newmarket, Bristol, Birmingham,
Preston and Pontefract – are
in May. Search for Regional
Construction Forums on the NFB
website for more information
and to book your place. With
your support, these events could
become invaluable – I look
forward to seeing you there.
I know the number and
quality of entries into the NFB
Awards this year was strong –

but I also know it could be even
stronger. I would dearly love all
the members within this region
to seriously consider entering
the awards next year. They
represent a fabulous opportunity
to showcase your best projects
and people, are great for PR and
for team-building – and it’s a
great night out. I’m told there will
be a few changes for 2020 and
the awards will become better
than ever! Do look out for them.
Our region’s exciting RCF
will be held at Darrington Golf
Club. Three guest speakers
include Fergus Aitken, YorHub
Construction Frameworks
Manager and Steve Baker,
YorHub Joint Chair of
Operations, talking about latest
Frameworks. Martin Johnson
of UHY Torgersens Chartered
Accountants will be discussing
IR35 and changes to VAT in
construction.
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W

e anticipated choppy
waters for 2019
because Brexit was
never going to be as
simple as anyone hoped.
There is a perception that the
Government is putting projects on
the back burner to divert resources
to Brexit. Certainly, there are some
construction and infrastructure
projects that could have benefitted
from more attention. Once we pass
the next stage of the Brexit process,
some projects will be pushed up the
list.
For example, in Wales the
shelving of the Swansea Bay tidal
lagoon will be reviewed as part of a
wider energy strategy. The Northern
Powerhouse is moving higher up the
agenda as the Government, rightly,
sees investment in construction and
infrastructure as a cost-efficient way
of boosting economic activity.
As I travel around the regions, fair
payment and prompt payment are
repeatedly given as major concerns.
They have had some attention but
just need a push to be effective. In
good news, anyone can go onto
the Government’s website to see
the payment performance of large
contractors. In less good news,

There is a
perception that the
Government is
putting projects on
the back burner to
divert resources to
Brexit.”
As if all that were not enough, as
employers you will have to contend
with changes to payslip reporting, an
increase in auto-enrolment pension
costs, reverse VAT charges, IR35
arrangements for off-payroll workers
and making tax digital.
To help make sense of it all,
the NFB has launched Regional
Construction Forums that will
have speakers shedding light on
those topics and more. It will be
a place in your region to network
with members and non-members.
The forums will either enhance the
value of your membership or give
you a glimpse of the support you’re
missing out on!
We may not have had the best
start to 2019, but there are signs
that work will pick up and that the
pressure being applied to improve
payment means you should be paid
in a reasonable time for your hard
work.
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SMASH AND GRAB
ADJUDICATIONS
A MYTH BUSTER
Important changes relating to interim

A number of points were decided in this case.

and final payments

One of the most useful for paying parties will be

If you are involved in the construction industry

that if you fail to value an application and serve

you should be aware of the importance of serving

either a payment notice or a payless notice, you

correct notices relating to interim and final

would still be able to challenge the actual value

payments. A party wanting to be paid must serve

of the interim application.

its application. The party paying must serve a
payment notice and/or a payless notice. These

An adjudicator would have to go through all of

must all be served at the correct time and in the

the representations and value the works. In such

correct form.

circumstances, it may well be that the value of
the interim application would be considerably

Previously, where the paying party has failed to

lower and therefore the paying party would only

serve the correct notices, they have had to accept

have to pay the reduced sum.

the value of the notice served by the party
wanting to be paid.

This is a considerable change in the law. It
means that employers and other paying

Grove Developments Limited v
S&T (UK) Limited

parties have, in effect, a third opportunity
to challenge interim applications.

In the case of Grove Developments
Limited v S&T (UK) Limited the

To speak to a specialist

interim account in question

construction lawyer, please do

was served just after practical

not hesitate to contact me on

completion and the amount

01245 658020 or alternatively

payable on the application would

you can email me at

have been about £14 million; an

peter.allen@birkettlong.co.uk.

adjudicator had held that a payless
notice was not valid and therefore
the amount claimed by the contractor
was due.

PETER.ALLEN@BIRKETTLONG.CO.UK
01245 658020
@birkettlong

Colchester Chelmsford Basildon
www.birkettlong.co.uk/construction

Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority No: 488404

Member Q&A
For the latest news visit our website www.builders.org.uk

A quick word
with...

interruptions, which you always
get in the office.
What’s your favourite
holiday location and why?
I visited Florida for the first
time last year and despite saying
before I went I would not enjoy
it, after the first day I realised
how great it was and what
great customer service skills we
could all learn from our friends
over the pond. Nothing was a
problem for anyone we met and
they were always willing to go
that extra mile to ensure we had
whatever we needed.

Neil Jukes, managing director of MGM Ltd

W

hat do you like
best about
working in
construction?
The fact that everything we
all do every day is a prototype
and as such requires the full
team’s skills to all work together
to get it right the first and usually
only time. When we then do get
it right, we are building things
that the full community can
see, use and benefit from for
many years to come, and the
projects can be so diverse from
educational buildings, hospitals,
monuments, places of worship,
recreation spaces or homes to
live in.
If you weren’t working in
construction, what would be
your dream job?
It would have to be a doctor
or surgeon as I have seen over
the years the great work these
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professionals do to improve
and save the lives of our family
members and friends.

Surgeon

What do you like to do to
unwind?
I love to go walking and
cycling in the fresh air away
from my desk to get some much
needed exercise and have
time to think without constant

Newcastle United flag

What sports do you follow
and what teams do you
support?
It has to be football and
there is only one football team:
Newcastle United.

Crandon Beach, Miami, Florida

If you could have lunch with
a celebrity or historical figure
of your choice, who would it be
and why?
Lunch with Martin Luther King
Jr would be great. As I am sure
he could teach us all a thing or
two about leadership, which I am
sure was helped by his strong
personal beliefs and his clear
vision of the future.

What’s the last movie you
saw? Which character best
sums up your life?
It was Lego Movie 2. I had
to go to take my son, honest! I
think that Emmet probably best
sums up my life as no matter
how many times he has set
backs he just keeps going to
ensure that he reaches his end
goal while trying to help and
support all those around him,
and getting rid of the bad guys.

Who do you feel has been
the most inspiring person in
your life?
There are unfortunately
too many people who have all
inspired me through different
periods of my life so far.
However, for the last 23 years
my wife Nikki has always been
there for me and continues to
inspire me to drive our family
forward through the good times
and bad.

What’s your favourite TV
viewing?
Top Gear. It’s great to see
which cars I will buy when I
win the lottery, and the great
interaction between the
presenters is like watching some
of the staff in our office who
have great fun while still getting
the job done.

If time travel was possible,
what era would you most
like to visit and why? Do you
promise not to tinker with the
timeline?
I would go back to the 80s for
some great music and also to try
and influence some of the great
technologies that were invented
then. However, I would also
try and stop the development
of some technologies that are
taking away our kids’ childhoods
today.
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Cover Story

s Humber marine control tower

Work in process
One way or another, Briton (UK) is striving
to do its bit to contribute to a sustainable
construction industry. By Mark Cantrell

I

T’S not always easy, ‘walking
the walk’, but as a company
that prides itself on a forward
thinking approach, Britcon
(UK) is determined not to just
‘talk the talk’.
We see that in its day to
day work, of course, but the
company is also challenging
itself in the kind of ‘extra
curricular’ activities that
businesses – of all sectors – are
increasingly expected to engage
in. One thing is clear, Britcon is a
company that doesn’t shy away
from a difficult task.
Britcon is headquartered in
Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire,
and has a second base in
Wakefield, West Yorkshire. With
a turnover currently of just under
£50 million, it employs around
110 people. Across its three
divisions, the company provides
building, civil engineering and
structural steel fabrication
services for a range of clients
operating in some pretty
demanding fields (see box).
“We’ve taken onboard new
technology like anaerobic

8

digestion, turning food waste
into energy; we’re known as a
knowledgeable contractor in that
sector,” said managing director,
Paul Clarkson. “In terms of our
steel business, we are doing
some modularised construction,
building bridges and lift shafts
and canopies offsite in our
workshop. I’d like to think that we
are seen as a company that is not
scared of looking at new ways of
doing things.”
Indeed not. And part of this
outlook has seen the company
embrace the carbon reduction
agenda. The company has
benchmarked its carbon
footprint; a necessary first step
to measure its efforts to reduce
emissions in the months and
years ahead.
Given its construction
activities, however, this was
easier said than done. What’s
more, though Britcon primarily
works in its regional ‘backyard’, it
does carry out works for repeat
clients right across the country.
All this needs to be factored into
the carbon equation.

“It’s not an easy thing,” Paul
added. “We started doing it
around two years ago. It took
us 12 months to get people on
board and 12 months to produce
the statistics. Now we’re trying
to maintain that momentum.”
A complex task, it might
well have been, but it was
made somewhat easier using
Construct CO2, an online tool
established to help businesses
calculate their carbon footprint.
The company also used a little
technological thinking to help
capture some of the data.
“We have number plate
recognition cameras at our
offices, so when we arrive in the
morning the system knows how
far we’ve travelled from home,”
Paul said. “We monitor our
energy usage in the workshop,
in the offices, and on the fuel
side, and that goes into the
calculator.”
On site, the company uses
signing-in books to log where
staff have travelled from, and the
mileage they have done. Site
managers also log the mileage
from delivery wagons, private
vehicles and so forth. Again, this
is all recorded in the Construct
CO2 website, which then
crunches the numbers.
After a year of building up its
carbon profile, Britcon was ready

We’ve taken
onboard new
technology like
anaerobic digestion,
turning food waste
into energy.”

to publish its benchmark in
September 2018. This revealed
that between October 2017 and
publication, its total spend on
CO2 was 1,658 tonnes. What
that means is that for every
£25,000 the company spends, it
creates one tonne of CO2. Now
the company aims to achieve
a 20% reduction in its carbon
spend by 2025.
To help achieve this, Britcon
has begun installing LED lighting
in its offices. There's an added
upside to this, too; it's no costly
virtue. Instead, this is expected
to reduce the company's
electricity consumption, and
therefore energy costs, but
also provide better quality
illumination, which means
improved working conditions for
its teams.
Efforts are underway on
its sites, too. The company is
introducing eco-cabins. These
are thermally efficient temporary
accommodation units, which are
said to reduce energy usage by
between 45% and 70%. This not
only reduces carbon, but also
saves the company money on
its bills. What’s more, Britcon is
looking to further enhance the
benefits by making use of solar
panels to power the cabins.
Car sharing and cycle to
work schemes are further
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Cover Story

s Vickers Oils completed
laboratory

components of its carbon
reduction strategy, but it’s not
stopping there – Britcon is
looking at installing charging
points at its office to encourage
the switch to electric vehicles.
While there are clear benefits
for the company – savings on
energy bills, a more engaged
workforce – it’s fair to say there’s
an element of enlightened
self interest at work. Many a
client expects this kind of thing,
particularly in the public sector;
a company able to demonstrate
it means business – not just for
the bottom line but for corporate
social responsibility.
In a way, it’s all part of
running a sustainable business,
and that’s why Britcon is
engaged in a further ‘extra
curricular’ challenge. This
time we’re talking about skills,
training and apprenticeships.
The difficulties facing the

s The Ongo Building

industry are well known, but the
company is trying to do its bit to
address the skills gap.
“In recognising the difficulties
of recruiting both at starter level
in the business and higher level,
it brings the realisation that you
need to reinvest for the future,”
Paul said. “That applies in capital
expenditure and in people, with
training and encouragement
to partake in the industry. You
could say it’s altruistic, but it’s
not really: it’s hopefully for the
benefit of our business and the
other businesses in our industry
in the future.”
Under the banner of the
‘Britcon academy’, the company
aims to reach out to the next
generation, encourage an
interest in construction and
engineering, and contribute
to training and apprenticeship
opportunities for young people.
Over the last four years, the
company has been working on
an engagement programme
with local schools, for instance,

where senior staff go in and
provide talks on careers in
construction. It also offers work
experience opportunities for
students and works with local
colleges, industry bodies and
training providers to develop
and deliver apprenticeships.
“We’ve got a number of
trainees in the business, both
engineering and management,
who are doing various levels of
education,” Paul said. “We’ve
trained some apprentices
through a training provider in
Doncaster for groundworks.”
One key area for Britcon
is to capture the skills within
its fabrication arm and ensure
they are retained in the next
generation.
“Most of our guys in the
steel work business are in their
mid-50s. They’re platers and
welders. It’s not computerised
work that we do in the
fabrication shop; it’s manual

This is said to be the most
advanced gas to grid facility
in the south of England and is
capable of recycling 160,000
tonnes of food waste each
year, generating 14 million
cubic metres of biogas. That’s
enough, apparently, to power
12,600 homes.
As principal contractor,
Britcon managed the entire
build project, including
groundworks, remediation
works, piling operations,
structural steelwork buildings,
and construction works for
multiple highrise concrete
digesters, along with receiving
and gas storage tanks.
Industrial facilities are a
strong element of Britcon’s

work. The company appreciates
the particular challenges
involved, as managing director,
Paul Clarkson explained.
“A manufacturer has a
process and they want to wrap
a building around that process,”
he said. “Manufacturing
process led civils and build is
a sector we feel we’re good
at. We’ve got good experience
and you’ve got to be flexible
to work around the process
requirements. The chemical
industry, steel industry, food
industry; they’re all sectors
we’ve had quite a lot of success
in.”
The company is also
active in commercial sectors;
warehouses, office buildings,

plating and welding for the
bridge work for Network Rail
and it is highly skilled.
“While we’ve got these
people with these skills, we
need to pass them down to the
next generation. We’ve got some
apprentices in the fabrication
shop though our local college,
North Lincs College.”
There’s plenty more that
could be said about Britcon’s
efforts, both as a business, and
as a corporate citizen doing its
bit. Suffice to say, it’s good to
talk but Britcon prefers the walk.

A lot to digest
BRITCON has made something
of a name for itself in the field
of food waste recycling, having
built several renewable energy
facilities for ReFood (UK).
The company operates
anaerobic digestion (AD) plants
that break down our leftovers
to generate energy. Over the
last few years, it has turned to
Britcon to deliver construction
works on its UK facilities,
notably in Widnes (2014) and
Doncaster (2011, with a £5
million extension in 2014).
Britcon’s most recent – and
largest – project for ReFood
came in 2017, when it was
tasked with the £13.5 million
construction of the company’s
£32 million Dagenham plant.
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s Refood, Dagenham

and more.
Transport is another big area
of operation. The company
makes some pretty hefty
components for Network Rail at
its 25,000 sqft steel fabrication
facility. These include footways,
railway bridges, and canopies.
It also provides structural
steelworks for its sister Britcon
divisions, as well as external
clients.
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A guide to short-term finance
What are bridging loans and what are they used for?

T

he market for bridging
loans has soared over the
past few years, breaking the
£3billion barrier for the first
time in 2017.
Initially used as a way to mend
a broken link in a housing
chain, they had typically
been used to ‘bridge’ the gap
between a house sale and
completion.
However, they are also used
for people buying at auction,
to meet strict deadlines
- usually of 28 days - for
people wanting to carry out
refurbishments to boost the
value of their homes or for
numerous business purposes.
In more recent years, the
market has seen a broader
number of uses for shortterm loans as their popularity
has increased. For example,
many commercial premises
are now being converted into
residential houses or flats,
because of the expansion of
permitted development rights,
and bridging loans can be
used in the initial stages of the
conversion with longer term
funding provided once the
building project has started.
Short-term finance can be
used to buy new equipment,
to build up stocks ahead of
an expected rush on seasonal
orders, or for buying shares in
another business.

Short-term
finance can be
used to buy new
equipment, to
build up stocks
ahead of an
expected rush on
seasonal orders,
or for buying
shares in another
business.”
Bob Stones, regional
development director at
specialist bridging lender,
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s Bob Stones, regional development director at Together

Together, said: “This type
of finance has come a
long way since it was first
used in the 1960s to fix
broken housing chains.
“Short-term finance is
becoming increasingly popular,
mainly because of its speed
and flexibility means that
borrowers can quickly buy the
home that they want, or seize a
business opportunity ahead of
their competition.”
Example: To buy a
dream home…
A couple may own a £300,000
house with an outstanding
mortgage of £150,000. They
may have seen their dream
home for £500,000 but
the vendor will only sell on
condition that they exchange
contracts within three weeks
and complete in four.
They have savings to cover the
stamp duty, conveyancing fees,
legal and other expenses.
But it may be difficult to get
the finance from a bank
or building society to buy
the house in such a tight
timeframe, so they can take
out a short-term loan, which
is regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) as
a stop-gap. Short-term loans

are typically for 12 months and
the borrower pays monthly
interest, which can be “rolled
up” and deferred until the
loan ends. However, the loan
can usually be paid off before
the loan ends. In this case,
it could be when the couple
sell their previous house.*
Example: To buy at auction…
A property professional may
have bought a £200,000
former bank building at auction
to turn into flats, paying a 10%
deposit. However they are
let down five days before the
sale is due to complete by a
finance provider, because the
bank building is classed as a
non-standard property. Failure
to meet the deadline will cost
them their £20,000 deposit.
They can use short-term
finance to buy the property making sure they don’t lose the
deposit - and pay back the loan
once the building has been
converted into apartments,
increasing its overall value.
Example: For a commercial
property acquisition…

within three weeks. His bank
may be unable to provide the
money needed in such a short
timescale, so he will be able
to take out a bridging loan
to cover the purchase cost,
secured against the other units
on the business park that he
already owns. Lenders such
as Together, could provide the
loan ahead of the deadline,
giving the investor time for his
bank to release the funds to
pay back the loan.

Lenders such
as Together,
could provide
the loan ahead of
the deadline...”
*Your home may be
repossessed if you do
not keep up repayments
on your property.
For further information about
Together’s bridging products,
visit https://togethermoney.
com/fundingthegap

An investor may want to buy
additional units on a business
park and needs £1.14 million
to complete. However, the
seller will cut the price of the
sale if the investor can pay
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We’re for the
movers and
shaker uppers
of the property
world.
Lending for the
new normal.

For lives that lending is struggling
to keep up with visit

togethermoney.com
Or call 0370 218 4164
Your home may be repossessed if you do not
keep up repayments on your mortgage.

Industry News

Pontefract launch for
Regional Construction
Forum

C

ONSTRUCTION
experts and influential
industry figures will
gather in Pontefract,
West Yorkshire, to attend
the launch of the NFB’s new
Regional Construction Forum
(RCF).
“We are excited to be
launching these new forums
across the country and to be
holding our first construction
forum here in Pontefract,”
said Nick Sangwin, managing
director of Sangwin Holdings
and the north east chair of the
NFB.
“The RCFs will provide a
series of keynote speakers
who will be giving advice on
important legislation changes
or new business opportunities
such as frameworks or projects.
What’s really important is
that these events will provide
business critical information
and are free to attend, so we
encourage you to book your
place today.”
The forums are designed
to inform, engage and give
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The forums are
designed to
inform, engage
and give
businesses a
commercial
advantage.”
businesses a commercial
advantage, by bringing together
clients and professionals
who are keen to learn from
one another and extend their
networks of business contacts.
Each one is intended to be
a highly interactive event, with
sessions that bring everyone
together around broad themes
and a variety of sessions
focused on topics and initiatives.
The NFB aims to create an
informal space for dialogue and
ideas, which moves beyond
silos or simple presentations for

research findings.
Construction forums will
be held at various locations
across the country. Members
of the NFB and non members
are invited to attend these free
events. Light refreshments will
be available at each forum,
as well as the opportunity to
network.
Guest speakers and topics
include:
• Fergus Aitken, programme
manager at YORhub: 		
construction frameworks for
Yorkshire and Humber
• Steve Baker, joint chair
of operations at YORhub: 		
construction frameworks for
Yorkshire and Humber
• Martin Johnson, partner at
UHY Torgersens Chartered
Accountants: IR35 and 		
changes to VAT in
construction

Details:
Date: Thursday, 23 May 2019
Venue: Darrington Golf Club,
Pontefract
Time: 10:30 – 12:30
Complimentary refreshments
included upon arrival, plus a
buffet lunch.
For more information and to
reserve a place, visit:
www.builders.org.uk/events/
regional-construction-forumleeds/
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Protecting Insulation in New Build –
The CIGA New Build Guarantee

T

he Cavity Wall Insulation
Guarantee Agency (CIGA)
now offers extra quality
assurance and protection
to both home builders and
homeowners in the New Build
market with its New Build
Guarantee.
CIGA’s guarantee will offer
businesses the assurance
that the property is suitable
and the installation is in
accordance with installation
standards and CIGAs own best
practice, whilst providing the
homeowner confidence in their
New Build purchase protected
by an appropriate insulation
guarantee.
The New Build guarantee
is linked to a 100 percent
independent desktop
surveillance of assessment
by CIGAs own team with 5
percent physical surveillance

being carried out at the point of
installation. This sits alongside
System Designer training and
surveillance and is included in
the price of the guarantee.
Each property will be
assessed for suitability at
the point at which it is being
installed and a guarantee will
be issued for inclusion in the
homebuyer pack. Homebuilders
will be notified if CIGA believe
the property to have been
unsuitable at the point of install
so that necessary, follow up
action can be taken with the Site
Manager and Installer. Through
pre notification of works, further
physical surveillance will be
carried out on ongoing works.
This approach will bring the
installation of CWI in new build
in line with current retrofit
practice and provide greater
scrutiny, increasing quality

and standards and protect the
homeowner investment.
A number of guarantee
options will be available ranging
from 10 to 25 years - CIGA is
the largest provider of Cavity
Wall Insulation Guarantees
for the retrofit market and as
such has issued 6.2 million
guarantees since being founded
at the Governments request
as a not for profit organisation
in 1995. In addition, CIGA
operate the largest Competent
Persons Scheme for Cavity
Wall Insulation and are a
UKAS Accredited PAS2030
certification body for Cavity Wall
and Loft insulation, providing
the necessary assurance that
installers operating under their
certification are fully compliant
when installing under the Energy
Company Obligation (ECO)
scheme.

For more information
Email: guarantees@ciga.co.uk
Tel: 01525 854633
Web: www.ciga.co.uk

SURVEILLANCE
BEFORE. DURING. AFTER.
Protecting Insulation in New Build

CIGA’s New Build Guarantee provides assurance to everyone.
By applying CIGA’s quality assurance to new build
projects, CIGA’s 10 or 25 year guarantees are well
placed in providing assurance to developers,
contractors and ultimately new homeowners in an
affordable package.
Five percent of all installs are physically surveyed for
compliance, with a percentage of this activity taking
place pre,during and post installation under PAS2031
requirements.

Installers are trained on the install specification and
carded as competent by System Designers
increasing quality standards, minimising call-backs
and safeguarding investment.
FIND OUT MORE: email: guarantees@ciga.co.uk
tel: 01525 854633 www.ciga.co.uk

Cavity Insulation Guarantee Agency
CIGA House, 3 Vimy Court, Vimy Road, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 1FG
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Heritage Group Event

To the Tower with them
The NFB Heritage Group notched up another successful gathering for its third annual event, but
a few of the delegates suggested it’s going to be a tall order to top this year’s venue. Well, the
team behind it do like a challenge... By Mark Cantrell

T

HEY say the Tower of
London is haunted, but
no ghosts disturbed
the proceedings as the
members and guests of the NFB
Heritage Group gathered in the
New Armouries building for its
third annual event.
Opening the proceedings,
host Tim Whitehill paid tribute
to the venue, “probably the
finest display of heritage in the
world”; certainly, it was a fitting
place, and a reminder of what
the specialist sector’s work is all
about.
“It is also fitting that whilst
this great heritage building is
here to protect the crown jewels,
we the NFB Heritage Group
are here to protect these great
heritage buildings,” Tim added.
“This historical environment
provides a tangible link to the
past, which is directly related
to the social, educational and
environmental prosperity of the
nation.”
Welcoming delegates, the
Heritage Group’s chair, Clare
Watson, talked briefly of the
challenges, but also the privilege
of being engaged with such a
responsibility.
“I use the word ‘challenges’,
but I am also fortunate enough
to experience the great
satisfaction that comes with
restoring and reinvigorating life
back into heritage and traditional
buildings,” she said. “And it is
over the past two or three years

that I have undertaken one of
the most satisfying, and possibly
most painstaking renovations
– the National Federation of
Builders Heritage Group.
“I’d taken something that
was perhaps a little bit unloved,
dilapidated, and through hard
work and determination, we
have taken a group that is
steeped in history and ensured it
is fit for modern day purpose.”
She hasn’t done this alone,
of course; as Clare made clear,
acknowledging all those who
made this revitalisation – and
this event possible – heritage
work is a team effort.
The event, of course,
was about business, offering
delegates a prime opportunity
to meet, discuss and network, as
well as gain an insight into some
of the key trends and hot topics.

The overarching theme – or
concept – for the gathering was
the spaghetti-western inspired
‘the good, the bad and the ugly’
of heritage work.
The good under discussion
was, of course, the examples
of great projects, advances in
technology and the benefits
of using digital technology in
heritage building.
The bad, by contrast, boils
down to the potentially crippling
skills shortage, while the ugly,
as Tim put it, is “the unfortunate
lack of understanding of
our traditional buildings that
can sometimes lead to the
bad craftmanship, and poor
maintenance of traditional
buildings”. Which only serves to
illustrate the importance of using
skilled craftspeople.
Malcolm Clarke, managing

director of Baxall Construction,
had something to say on this, as
he presented the case for the
use and integration of digital
technology. He pointed out, that
with the use of BIM to create
3D models, not only is there a
resource to capitalise on greater
design and build efficiency, but
it provides a ready record for
those who will subsequently
occupy and maintain the
buildings the sector refurbishes.
A way, then, to challenge some
of that lack of understanding
alluded to by Tim.
There was much more to
Malcolm’s talk, of course, and
his vision went industry wide,
although he certainly didn’t
neglect the more specific needs
of his heritage audience. During
an insightful presentation, where
he explained how Baxall has
embraced the modernising
potential of new technology, he
was clear that digital offers the
scope not only to transform the
fortunes of individual companies
but to forge a construction
industry that is fit for the future.
He was scathing of the
industry’s failings, it must be
said; critical of lowest price
procurement, which is eroding
the foundations of sustainable
profit; the transfer of risk down
the supply chain; the “shabby”
treatment of said supply chain,
and more, all of which he tied in
to some of the pressing crises,
such as skills.

s Clare Watson and Tim Whitehill
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“How do you get talent into
your business if you are not
delivering a decent business,”
he asked. “Why would they want
to come and join you?”
He added: “The profitability
of the sector is absolutely
essential. If you can’t make any
profit, you can’t invest in training;
you can’t invest in innovation
and continuous improvement.”
As he admitted, he offered
a lot to take in, far too much to
convey here, but he offered
solutions to answer his criticisms,
and outlined how Baxall has
developed its business plan,
which practices what the
company is preaching: with
results to show that it is – so
far – paying off. Team work and
collaboration was a big part of
Malcolm’s message, as was his
faith in the SME sector’s ability
to rescue construction from its
“broken” business model.
Digital may be essential to
transforming and modernising
the mainstream construction
industry, but the technology isn’t
incompatible with – or likely
to replace – the essential craft
skills required of the heritage
sector. It can, however, enhance
and augment the sector’s work.
“There are roles that are
developing across the industry
around digital working, but that
doesn’t mean to say that these
new roles won’t then enhance
the traditional skills required,”
Malcolm said.
Nicola Sinclair, from B&CE,
also had something to say on
digital matters, but in her case,
it was more about harnessing
the technology to look out for
the health and well-being of
construction workers.
The organisation is working
with the industry to develop a
better system for occupational
health surveillance. This takes
the form of a centralised
database – managed by B&CE –

s Anna Thompson
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that will provide a mobile system
that would follow construction
personnel from one employer to
the next.
Such a system will not only
enable employees (whether on
the payroll or subcontracted)
and employers to better manage
health and well-being, she
argued, but also enable B&CE to
analyse and identify emerging
industry trends.
Anna Thompson, LABC,
offered an entertaining insight
into the power-plays that
can occur among clients,
contractors, building control
officers, and conservationists,
as she discussed building
regulations and the importance
of sustainability.
Her core message for the
audience was that Part L still
applies to their heritage and
traditional building work, but
they won’t necessarily have
to comply with all of it. There
is some give and take by all
accounts; just don’t expect that
doing nothing is an option, she
said – it isn’t.
Meanwhile, Rico Wojtulewicz,
from the House Builders
Association, talked about the
ongoing challenges of tackling
Britain’s longstanding housing
crisis, with his focus on how
heritage can play its part.
There was plenty more, but
space is limited. It would be
remiss not to mention some
of the more colourful – but no
less purposeful – presentations,
which explored ‘the good, the
bad and the ugly’ in heritage
work.
Indeed, that was the title
of the presentation given
by the National Trust’s Paul
Wankiewicz, offering a pictorial
look at some of the standards of
workmanship he’d seen. There
was a mixed bag of quality work
to show, which emphasised still
further the display of shoddy

(and sometimes somewhat
bizarre) examples of work he’d
spotted. Sometimes, the poor
craftmanship wasn’t so obvious,
but Paul’s forensic gaze and
explanation laid bare what a
casual or inexpert public’s gaze
would otherwise have easily
missed.
David Eaton of SME
Strategies, meanwhile, offered
the audience an insight in to the
experiences of the good and
bad of working with clients as
part of a multidisciplinary team.
His talk very much focused on
the importance of team work,
collaboration, and the problems
of over-reaching hierarchy,
over-ambitious timescales and
expectations, and the value of a
good project manager.
Earlier, Nicola Dyer of The
Prince’s Foundation, talked
about ‘what lies beneath’,
focusing on her experiences
working on St Mary de Crypt
& Old Crypt Schoolrooms in
Gloucester, and Drapers Hall in
Coventry.
Sometimes, what lies beneath
is quite literally that: bones that
need treating with due respect,
or else archaeological finds that
require assessing before work
can progress. Other times, as
with Coventry, it’s the potential
risk of uncovering unexploded
bombs from the Second World

s Nicola Dyer

War. Then again, what lies
beneath might be the ‘quick
fixes’ or forgotten features
hidden by modifications and
building works carried out in the
structure’s past. Expect and be
ready for surprises, is the gist of
her message.
In talking about the work
of Historical Royal Palaces
(HRP), head of projects Jo
Thwaites had an appeal for
her audience, and the wider
sector they represent; one that
touches on the critical issue of
skills. She urged contractors to
consider coming together into
consortia, something that HRP
could then partner with to put its

Tower facts

• The Tower’s official name is
Her Majesty’s Royal Palace &
Fortress, The Tower of London.
It remains an official royal
residence. There is a house
on site known as the Queen’s
House (or the King’s House)
where the monarch can dwell if
they wish
• Built as both a royal palace
and a defensive fortification,
the Tower of London is almost
1,000 years old, having
been founded by William the
Conqueror towards the end
of 1066. Its primary function
as a military stronghold didn’t
change until the late 19th
century
• The Tower is designated
as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site for its rarity as one of the
few intact buildings from the
medieval period
• An old superstition dating
back at least to the time of
Charles II holds that if all the
ravens were to leave the Tower

continued on page 16

then the kingdom will fall. Six
of the birds have always been
kept on the site since then.
There’s even a ‘spare’. To make
sure they don’t stray too far,
their wings are clipped
• There are over 23,500
jewels stored at the Tower of
London estimated to exceed
£20 billion in value
• For all its grim reputation,
only 22 people have been
executed within the Tower
of London through the long
centuries of its existence. The
last was German spy Josef
Jakobs on 15 August 1941 after
being caught parachuting into
England. He was seated in a
chair and executed by firing
squad.
• During the 1200s, a royal
zoo was founded at the Tower
of London. This remained there
for 600 years until the zoo was
moved to the new London Zoo
in Regent’s Park in 1835
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The things they say
A

ndy Laflin, chair of NFB’s
Eastern region, and
joint managing director of
Gipping Construction, said:
[We’ve] heard an awful lot
of discussion this morning
about safeguarding skills, so
it helps to cultivate more of
the collaboration and sharing
of knowledge so that we can
continue to maintain beautiful
buildings like this for next few
decades and centuries…
“It’s great that the NFB is
pulling together the whole
cross section to make sure that
the dialogue continues, and
it’s good for us to proudly say
what we can do for the industry
to support heritage work. It’s a
good networking opportunity
for members and there’s an
awful lot of information being
given out.”
On the technology theme,
he added: “There are many
of us that use technology in
a multitude of facets in the
industry, and it just goes to
demonstrate that technology
doesn’t mean you can’t be

using it in work on period
buildings. You can work on
something cutting edge and
contemporary or something
that’s many hundreds of years
old – and the technology
applies.”
David Woodhouse, strategic
business manager, Henry
Boot Construction, said: “One
thing about this heritage group,
they’ve always had superb
venues. Been to all three,
Eltham Palace, Manchester
Monastery last year, and now
the Tower of London. It’s a hard
bar to achieve for next year.
“[Technology], that’s an
interesting one where old
meets new. In the past, it
was time consuming, labour
intensive hand skills for almost
everything; now we are trying
to merge that with the latest
technologies, which are quicker,
and different types of materials.
I think it will be the way forward,
because as ever money is
very short in looking after old
buildings, so it’s a good idea to
bring the latest technologies

into play. Even though it is
traditional, there is a place for
both.
“I suppose it’s a cliché,
but it is part of our heritage in
this country to look after our
buildings – and that’s how we
like to think of ourselves as a
company – we take pride in
what we build.”
Mark Scott, President of the
Yorkshire Builders Federation,
said: “The Yorkshire Builders
Federation is pleased to
support the work of the NFB’s
Heritage Group. We share the
same desire to raise the profile
of the heritage sector within our
region, of course, and further
afield throughout the UK. In
particular, we need to really
focus on our specialist sector’s
skills needs, which is why it is
so vital we work together as an
industry to get that message
across. Today’s event is an
essential forum for promoting
the value of the work we do to
ensure our heritage assets can
be experienced long into the
future.”

Clare Watson, director at
Bernard Watson Decorators,
and chair of the NFB Heritage
Group, said: “We’ve had an
excellent day. Everybody has
enjoyed it. It’s been interesting,
talking about different subjects.
The point of this event is for
everyone to get involved. You
get to meet other people and
listen to things you might not
necessarily have heard, and
network. We’re a membership
service within the National
Federation of Builders; we’re
the professional builders.
“Skills is a massive problem
in the construction industry full
stop. It is harder in heritage.
We need to encourage more
people in the trade. We need to
get more skills in the heritage
sector.
“People look at heritage and
think it’s about old building and
old methods. It’s not, it’s about
innovation, it’s about looking
at how we can do things and
move forward.”

A round of applause

T

he NFB Heritage Group
extends its gratitude
and thanks to all those who
supported the event and made
it possible:
Speakers: Nicola Dyer, The
Prince’s Foundation; Malcolm
Clarke, Baxall Construction;
Nicola Sinclair, B&CE; David
Eaton, SME Strategies; Paul
Wankiewicz, National Trust;

Rico Wojtulewicz, the House
Builders Association; Jo
Thwaites, Historic Royal
Palaces; Anna Thompson, LABC
And, of course, a big hand
to the NFB’s Business & Skills
team who made it all happen.

s Jo Thwaites
continued from page 15

Apprenticeship Levy to greater
benefit for the heritage sector.
Meanwhile, the
workcontinues, whether that’s
to support the companies that
bring heritage to life, or to grow
and build the NFB specialist
group itself.
As Clare said: “The vision for
the NFB Heritage Group is to
become an authoritative voice
and the natural first point of
reference when heritage and
traditional building skills are
required.”
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Special thanks go to the event’s sponsors:
• CITB
• Crosby Associates Media
• People’s Health
• Yorkshire Builders Federation
• Gloucestershire Builders Association
• London Association
• Birmingham Association
• Fylde Association
• North West Federation of Builders Trades Employers
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FOR SCAFFOLDING OF THE HIGHEST
STANDARD, IT HAS TO BE NASC

By Robin James, NASC Managing Director

T

he NASC is the national
trade body for access
and scaffolding in the UK,
established in 1945 with the aim
of promoting high standards
of safety within the industry.
Nearly 80 years later, raising
and maintaining safety standards
remains at the heart of the
NASC’s objectives – driving
every activity it undertakes.
This includes the production
of a wide range of industryrecognised safety and technical
guidance, created to support the
needs of scaffolding contractors,
their operatives and clients,
and accepted as the industry
standard by HSE, Build UK, CITB
and principal contractors alike.
The same approach is
extended to new membership
applications, with a stringent set
of criteria in place to ensure that
the highest working practices are
maintained.
We currently have 240+
members, consisting of
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companies of all sizes, ranging
from small contractors with under
10 operatives to firms operating
nationwide with thousands of
employees on the books.
Cumulatively, our members
account for the vast majority of
the UK’s scaffolding spend – with
a total annual turnover in excess
of £2 billion.
NASC members are strictly
audited every year to ensure
compliance with NASC Criteria,
Code of Conduct and the Code
of Practice for scaffolding
products.
These high standards are
recognised and valued by
construction industry leaders,
who continue to stipulate
‘NASC only’ companies for
access and scaffolding.

Safety First

Each year the NASC
publishes a Health and Safety
Report that documents and
analyses accident and injury

statistics for its full contracting
members – representing
more than 16,000 scaffolding
operatives across the UK – in
the previous calendar year.
The 2018 report, covering
January to December 2017,
shows the number of accidents
and injuries recorded by NASC
members fell to an all-time low.
Highlights of the 2018 Report:
•

89 reportable incidences
occurring on-site – down
from 96 in 2016

•

17 major injuries recorded
in 2017, down 37% from
27 year-on-year

•

Zero fatalities – for the
fifth year running

•

46% reduction in
falls from height

•

36% reduction in manual
handling injuries

•

Zero members of the
public injured around
NASC member scaffolds

Why all this matters to you

NASC full contracting
members are demonstrably safe,
skilled, trained, insured and
compliant. If they weren’t, they
wouldn’t be able to attain or
retain NASC membership.
This gives the companies
and organisations that employ
their services a number of
assurances. They can be sure
they’re taking on contractors
that are professional, reliable,
experienced and used
to delivering high-quality
scaffolding solutions and
working with other trades on
site without accident or injury.
This all adds up to peace of
mind that the NASC contractor
you employ is capable,
competent and can carry out the
job in hand.
For more information or to find a
NASC scaffolding contractor visit
www.nasc.org.uk or call
020 7822 7400.
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BIM me up, Scotty
Building Information Modelling sits at the
heart of construction’s digital transformation,
offering to transport the industry to a more
sustainable level – and SMEs can reap the
benefit too. By Mark Cantrell

T

HE world is turning
digital and the
construction industry is
no different.
That said, it’s been a little
slow to capitalise on the
potential offered by new
technology, compared to other
sectors, but nonetheless –
inevitable diehards aside – it is
moving to embrace this brave
new world.
It’s not as if the industry
really has any choice. The future
is Cast, “modernise or die”,
as Mark Farmer so succinctly

summarised his 2016 review.
At the core of all this
construction futurism is the
power of data; or rather the
power of modern technology to
process information in ways that
bring to life a wave of potential
efficiencies. This is what the
digital transformation agenda
is all about; working smarter,
building better, and improving
cost efficiencies.
Building Information
Modelling (BIM), though distinct,
nevertheless sits at the heart of
this digital transformation, not

just for construction businesses
but across the wider built
environment sector.
BIM is designed with
collaboration in mind. It gets
everyone working from the
same ‘hymn sheet’, as it
were, from design, through
construction, to handover
and ongoing operational
maintenance. Everyone can see
how their piece of the puzzle fits
and works to make the whole.
In this way, the approach leads
to less error and waste and
encourages greater innovation.
“BIM provides a digital
representation of the physical
and functional characteristics
of an asset to support
reliable decision making and
management of information
during its lifecycle,” explains
the Centre for Digital Built
Britain. “At its core, BIM uses
3D models and a common data
environment to access and
share information efficiently
across the supply chain and so
boost the efficiency of activities
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around asset delivery and
operation.”
Inevitably, the adoption
of new technologies takes
time, and BIM is no different.
The process of its evolution
and dissemination through
the construction industry has
been years in the making. In
2016, the Government gave it a
nudge with its requirement that
construction suppliers working
on public sector projects should
work at BIM Level 2, but uptake
remains on ongoing process.
“When adopting any new
process, technology or system
there will always be that period
of time needed to adjust,
learn and grow,” said Richard
Waterhouse, chief executive of
consultancy NBS. “The industry
is always improving, but we
also see new challenges and
problems that require new
solutions and there’s no doubt
that digital technology is a big

continued on page 20
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BIM there, done that? The BIM Myth...
Amy Hubbard
Chief Marketing Officer / BuilderStorm

I

f you work in the Architectural, Engineering
or Construction (AEC) industry, you have
heard of BIM. You may be an expert, you
may have an idea, or you may not have
given it a second thought, especially if you
aren’t involved in public sector works. You
may think you are too small to need to worry.
For many, it's just another industry buzzword,
a time-consuming process that sounds like
another i to dot, and t to cross; a barrier to
getting on with running your projects. But is
it? Is BIM purely about 3D models crammed
full of data, public sector contracts and
myriads of paperwork?
In short, NO.
BIM is an efficient way of working. BIM is
about how you manage projects and how
you exchange information. Importantly, it’s
about accountability and auditable working;
BIM is a mindset.
All that’s needed to be part of a BIM
environment is to offer the right data, in
the right place, at the right time, and for
there only ever to be one version of that

information in use. It is, in its simplicity, a
common data environment (CDE). It can
be argued that BIM itself can be achieved
using pen & paper if you have the resources,
determination and time! That being said,
technology is making this process simpler,
faster, more seamless, less prone to error,
and gives cloud-based, secure solutions. If
you want to save time and resources, keep
track of projects in real-time, increase your
margin, provide a better-quality service, and
finish projects on time, then BIM is for you.
It’s not only for public sector projects, it’s not
about models and it’s not about being big
enough; BIM is for everyone.

(SME) builders and regional contractors
isn’t being addressed or as prevalent as
for the bigger national and international
contractors. There seems limited guidance
and a lack of affordable end-to-end
solutions. Using a CDE will demonstrate to
your clients and principal contractors that
you are at the cutting edge of technology,
that you have robust information processes
and you can provide an overall better level
of service. All of this means you spend
less time creating paperwork, chasing
information, and reconciling costs, instead
it limits mistakes and saves your time and
therefore money.

The UK is already making steps towards
making full integration the rule, and as the
industry continues to digitise, CDE’s will soon
be the expectation industry wide with the
BIM Level 2 mandate only leading the way.
The importance of adopting and adapting
new technologies is becoming more
applicable to any sized business as we head
into a new era within construction. It’s no
longer something that can be ignored and
those that don’t keep up will get left behind.

BuilderStorm is a CDE designed purely
for the UK AEC sector, managing every
aspect of your projects from tender to
completion, site to back office. It is for
anyone involved in your project whether
they are subbies, design teams’ clients
and suppliers. Features that span project
management, document control, quality
control, financial and logistics are used
to build your own bespoke system
tailored to your business needs.

With 2,764 insolvencies among building
firms in the 2017/18 financial year alone, it’s
do or die. Yet the opportunities, as well as
the challenges, for small and medium-sized

For more information, visit
www.builderstorm.com, call
01403 210 103 or email
info@builderstorm.com
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part of how we will tackle this in
2019 and beyond.”
NBS has been following
the uptake of BIM for almost
a decade now. At the time of
writing, the company was in the
process of putting together its
2019 National BIM Report. Its
previous annual assessment,
published in May 2018, had
shown a 12% increase in the use
of BIM compared to 2017. This
marked the biggest year on year
growth in usage and awareness
since 2014, it said.
Even so, there’s a way to go
yet, suggests a survey carried
out by the British Standards
Institute (BSI). The organisation
launched its Kitemark for
BIM Level 2 in October
2018 to help organisations
demonstrate they can deliver
infrastructure projects that
meet the Government’s
contract requirements. The
same month it surveyed over
400 construction industry
professionals on what they saw
as the barriers to BIM.
Over 70% of those surveyed
believe that BIM will put the
UK construction industry on
a better footing to compete
internationally, as well as improve
it overall. The survey showed
that improvements in design
quality, communication, and cost
control are the biggest benefits
that BIM can deliver, but 40%
felt that BIM won’t live up to its
expectation unless it can be fully
implemented across the industry.
Nearly three quarters (69%)
of respondents believed an
industry wide awareness
campaign is needed to overcome
the challenges associated
with adopting BIM. A lack of
understanding and demand
across different parts of the value
chain were felt to be holding
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back BIM success. The survey
cited a lack of client demand
and resistance from supply chain
partners as factors preventing
the technology’s implementation.
Internal barriers were also
identified, including a reluctance
to let go of old methods
(49%) and difficulties finding
the right resources to deliver
(45%). However, resistance is
loosening. The BSI’s survey
found that the number of
respondents who said they
struggled to convince their
boards about BIM’s advantages

It is encouraging
to see the
appetite within
the industry for
more training and
awareness on
BIM.”
is smaller, at just 21%.
“The UK industry has
been leading the way in BIM
development,” said Andy
Butterfield, the BSI’s product
certification director of built
environment. “We’ve been
working for a number of
years with professionals and
government to create best
practice standards, training and
certification for BIM. These are
based on consensus knowledge
to accelerate innovation and to
help address the barriers to BIM
adoption.
“It is encouraging to see the
appetite within the industry for
more training and awareness
on BIM. Collaboration is the
foundation of BIM and the
industry must continue to

s BIM: Courtesy of Thomasons

invest in knowledge sharing
and training to unlock global
success.”
Sometimes, it’s not a
reluctance to let go of the
old ways, or a failure to see
the advantages, but a lack of
training, or a lack of time to get
up to speed with the technology.
There’s no easy answer – no
matter the industry – to such
perennial issues of technological
change.
“One of the main challenges
to achieving BIM specifically
is ensuring the adoption of 3D
modelling by all stakeholders,”
said Mark Asplin, an associate
with multidisciplinary
consultancy, Thomasons. “Cost
of software and training users
are all barriers for smaller
companies to understand how
long it might take to recover
their expenditure. With software
providers moving to the rental
market, the capital outlay is not
such a factor these days.
“Integration with others can
be seen as the most significant
benefit. From the client being
able to monitor the design
process and advise on any
changes to clash detection
ensuring greater cost control,
to internal processes with third

party design platforms. These
all lead to a much more efficient
design process.
“Most data in today’s world is
stored in the cloud, construction
is no different, using common
data environments. The
difference between the best and
worst is huge, but this a cost
borne by the contractor and
ultimately the client. To ensure
collaboration is maximised,
individual models can be loaded
to the cloud-based site for all
to review. The benefit of these
systems is that access can be
granted to all involved parties on
the project, with different access
rights.”
Many may assume that BIM
is more advantageous – and
easier to adopt – for larger
construction outfits, but Malcolm
Clarke, managing director of
Kent based Baxall Construction,
believes small and medium
enterprises are in a good place
to reap the rewards of BIM, and
the wider digital transformation
agenda, too, if they are willing to
take the plunge.
“I think the SME sector is
more agile,” Malcolm said. “As
a business, we always have
been, but only because we have
thought outside the box and
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have a culture of continuous
improvement. The drive behind
that is wanting to do things
differently.”
Indeed, the company has
taken to BIM and the digital
agenda with gusto, establishing
a model for how the construction
industry can escape a broken
business model; delivering

greater efficiency, sustainable
profit, a more engaged supply
chain, and a better product.
“We have reviewed recent
projects and have seen a marked
improvement in performance from
projects being delivered in a BIM
environment, including design
quality, cost certainty, programme
assurance and reduced defects,”

said Alan Leigh, Baxall’s contracts
manager.
“The use of BIM has
increased the quality of
information, resulting in a
more seamless and rewarding
coordination process. I have
personally seen the benefits on
site, with reduced reworking
due to clash detection with

the models, cost certainty,
programme efficiency, increased
quality and happy clients.
“Using digital technology
such as BIM to deliver projects
provides many benefits: a
collaborative approach enables
the design to be completed
and fully coordinated before
work starts on site – this
provides cost and programme
assurance, reducing variations,
contingencies and potential
programme delays. Efficiency
savings are obtained by
utilising digital information
and tools in design, take off,
pricing with greater accuracy,
site coordination and client
visualisation.”
For Malcolm, BIM, digital
transformation, and the prospect
of further technological
innovation make for exciting
times.
“It will also drive the change
the industry needs,” he added.
“The business model of lowest
procurement and pushing risk
down the supply chain has
been broken for decades. This
gives us the opportunity for a
much healthier, more profitable
and more sustainable business
model across the industry.”
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“A slap on the back” for
professional building
Photography ©Phil Millership/Complete Photography

It was all right on the night; the seventh annual NFB Awards proved
another stunning showcase of building prowess and professionalism
By Mark Cantrell

R

ICHARD Beresford, chief
executive of the National
Federation of Builders
(NFB) probably wasn’t
expecting to find himself on
stage playing ‘Russian roulette’
with cans of fizzy pop, but that’s
showbiz for you.

s Richard Beresford

It was the night of the NFB
Awards at The Belfry Hotel &
Resort, near Birmingham, and
Richard was assisting magician
Luke Coburn to entertain guests:
one of those cans had been
given a vigorous shake and the
trick was to avoid a facial spray of
sugary beverage.

Richard proved neither shaken
nor stirred but handled it with
great aplomb: “Remember who’s
paying,” he joked. For anyone
wondering, nobody needed a
towel and Luke got paid.
Behind the banter and the
entertainment, the good food
and the friendly chat with industry
peers, there was of course a
serious purpose to the gathering,
as Richard explained ahead of the
proceedings: “The NFB Awards
showcase all that is special about
our industry. Each project has a
real story and vision behind it,”
he said.
“During these uncertain times,
we were pleasantly surprised to
have received a record amount
of entries and the process
of selecting the winners has
been tough and involved much
deliberation. The entries we
received this year demonstrate
the breadth of skills and talent that
our industry has. Congratulations
to all of the winners.” (see box)
Hosted by ITN’s broadcaster
and journalist, Nina Hossain,
alongside actor, comedian and
writer, Robert Llewellyn, the

s Nina Hossain

seventh annual awards ceremony
demonstrated the fantastic
achievements of members.
The NFB awards celebrate
some of the best talent offered
in construction and provide a
unique opportunity for both NFB
members and non-members
to be recognised for their

hard work. The event offers a
perfect opportunity to celebrate
achievements as well as the
progression of the industry.
The awards followed an NFB
golf tournament which took place
earlier in the day – and by all
accounts it was pretty cold out
there. Well, the convivial mood
at the awards certainly made up
for that. The hosts made sure
everyone felt a warm welcome.
Robert, for his part, certainly
appreciated the audience: “They
were lovely,” he said. “There was
a really good atmosphere. Clearly,
there’s a lot of camaraderie
between everybody here. The
projects they have been working
on are amazing.”

Sponsors

National Federation of Builders
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And the winners were…
Apprentice of the Year

Sponsored by CITB
l Winner: Andrew Hardy,
Y Prentis
s Robert Llewellyn

Many will be familiar with
Robert from his role as Kryten
in the popular scifi comedy, Red
Dwarf, shown on Dave. He didn’t
hold back from channelling the
android into his performance,
as he shared some entertaining
anecdotes about his television
work, his sheer joy at gaining
the chance to drive digging
machines, and his confession that
he’s not a very good builder.
Nina appreciated the evening
as well, noting a “really nice
atmosphere” and lauding a
“lovely evening”, but she had
a more important point to
share with Regional Review
about the NFB Awards.
“They matter because all
people in all industries have times
when they are working really hard
and don’t get any recognition
for it,” she said. “Those grafters
that are building our country,
making it better, making beautiful
creations, as well as sustainable
projects for the future, within our
communities, need to get that
slap on the back… to encourage
and make the people know that
all the hard work is worth it.”
Guests on the night also
provided generous support to
the NFB national chair’s chosen
charity, the cancer support charity
Help Harry Help Others, with a
raffle raising £1,175.
For Richard, the evening
was certainly worth the risk of
a gushing pop can; once again
the awards demonstrated the
capabilities of the SME building
sector, and more pertinently of
NFB members.
“I’m really pleased with
how it’s gone tonight,” he said.
It’s a real, true reflection of
professional builders in England
and Wales and what they can
actually do – and they have all
been rewarded tonight.
“We reward them, their peers
reward them, and they get
recognised in the marketplace
as being a quality professional
builder. That’s what the NFB
stands for – professional builders.
It’s all about the members in the
end. If they win – we win.”
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Collaboration of the Year

Sponsored by the National
Federation of Builders
l Winner: Henry Boot
Construction Ltd
While refurbishing Barnsley
Markets, which was a complex
project, exemplary collaborative
working ensured 100 market
stalls kept trading, local skills
shortages were addressed, and
this historic piece of the town’s
history was reinvigorated.

Construction Employer of
the Year

Sponsored by Gallagher
l Winner: Baxall Construction
Ltd
l Highly commended: Metnor
Construction Ltd

Heritage Project of the Year

Sponsored by Crosby
Associates Media Limited
l Winner: Baxall Construction
Ltd
Hastings Central Library
involved the full internal and
external refurbishment of
the landmark 1878 Grade II
listed building, addressing
damage from severe coastal
weathering and unsympathetic
alterations over the last 140
years. Using specialist heritage
trades, dealing with logistical
challenges and unforeseen
issues, the team delivered an
outstanding result.

House Builder of the Year
Award

Sponsored by Lorica Insurance
Broker
l Winner: Bennett Homes
With its Chancellor’s Wood
development in Norfolk, the
company demonstrated its
commitment to minimising
the impact on the existing
environment through architectdesigned properties that were
entirely in keeping with the
local area.

Innovation in Project
Delivery

Sponsored by NFB Heritage
Group
l Winner: Building &
Preservation (Northern) Ltd
T/A Danford Brewer & Ives
The company has taken a
huge step of moving from
paper-based systems to a
digital, paperless approach that
handles all data in the office
and on site. Having found no
off-the-shelf products that met
their needs, they worked with
the CITB and Genesis Business
Systems to build their own.

Inspirational Individual
Award

Sponsored by House Builders
Association
l Winner: Steve Turner, Baxall
Construction Ltd
l Highly commended: Peter
Cawkwell, Britcon UK Limited

New Build Project of the
Year (up to £5.5 million
turnover)
Sponsored by Gallagher

Winner: ProBuild360
The company was charged
with the construction of a large
new build house that included
a therapy and sensory room,
large family space, and therapy
swimming pool, separate quiet
living room and lift access to
all floors. Despite complex
challenges, it was delivered
to time and budget and has
changed the client’s quality of
life completely.
l Highly commended: Kisiel
Ltd
l

New Build Project of the
Year (over £5.5 million
turnover)

Sponsored by Gallagher
l Winner: Jenner
(Contractors) Ltd
Residents love Rosewell
House, a three storey extra
care facility in Tonbridge,
designed and built by Jenner.
The overarching vision was to
create a relaxed and homely
environment.
l Highly commended: Golden
Houses Developments Ltd
l Highly commended: Henry
Boot Construction Ltd

Refurbishment Project of
the Year (up to £5.5 million
turnover)
Sponsored by Croner
l Winner: Kisiel Ltd
For a complex second
phase refurbishment of a
property in Clapham, the
judges congratulated Kisiel
on delivering a difficult
project to a high standard,
while doing everything they
could to address additional
complexities, all the time
minimising disruption to the
local community.

Refurbishment Project of
the Year (over £5.5 million
turnover)

Sponsored by Croner
l Winner: Golden Houses
Developments Ltd
The company oversaw
extensive negotiations
between client and Listed
Building Officer and worked
closely with the designers on
the restoration and conversion
of two Grade II townhouses.
The result was a transformation
that exceeded the client’s
expectations.

Site of the Year

Sponsored by Henry Boot
Construction Ltd
l Winner: Golden Houses
Developments Ltd
Harrovian House in London
was a complex project to
delivere a contemporary
building at high specification
but for under £200 per square
foot. Completed four months
early, it was a triumph of
collaborative working, and
exemplary planning, systems
and processes.

Training Programme of the
Year

Sponsored by CITB
l Winner: Simpson (York) Ltd
Judges commented on the
clarity of the training, the full
company involvement, the
creativity and the fantastic
results. They said it is great
to see a company going far
beyond compliance and aiming
instead for excellence.
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Skills and Brexit

T

he construction
industry’s skills shortage
is taken as a given.
However, with Brexit
looming and the possibility
of migrant labour being in
short supply, we need a more
targeted approach.
The headlines do not
make for comfortable reading:
‘Employment growth hits a
two-year low’; ‘Industry bosses
demand government rethinks its
Brexit migration policy’.
If you are trying to secure
and price labour for a job in Hull,
those headlines might alarm
you, but they will not give you
a clue as to whether a solution
to your particular problems are
in sight. Furthermore, the focus
often tends to be on migrant
labour. To an extent, this is
understandable as the UK is set
to leave the European Union.
After our departure, the rules for
migration will, more or less, put
the EU on the same footing as
the rest of the world as we see
an end to the free movement
of people. Again, this is a very
regional issue. For example,
the percentage of EU migrant
workers in the construction
industry is estimated to be
around 12%. However, in
London, this figure on some
sites rises to around 60%.
The narrative on skills has
been shifting from ‘we have
a skills crisis’ to ‘we need to
ensure we have the right skills in
the right places at the right time.’
This means that if, for example,
we foresee a major increase in
activity that calls for architects,
we need to bear in mind that
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it takes seven years for them
to train. The Government has
been putting more effort into
publishing meaningful pipelines
of work that give clarity on which
projects are likely to go ahead.
Local authorities have also
been publishing their pipelines.
Whether central or local, these
pipelines of public projects
are a work in progress that are
being refined with feedback to
become more useful, so that
when you are planning bids and
trying to anticipate your future
labour needs, you’ll have one
fewer headache.
Once we know which
projects are coming down
the line, we still need people

with the right skills. In the five
years to 2023, CITB predicts
that we will need to recruit an
additional 33,700 construction
workers each year, or 168,000
in total. This makes a couple of
assumptions. First, that we will
have an orderly exit from the EU.
Second, that we will be working
in more or less the same way as
we are now.
Different sectors of the
construction industry came
together to gather evidence on
which jobs would be needed
once we had left the EU. This
was so we could determine the
level of difficulty in filling those
roles.
Where shortages were

more acute, the industry
survey reported that 40%
of respondents had some
difficulty now in recruiting
construction project managers,
with just over 30% reporting
difficulty recruiting construction
supervisors and general
labourers. Around 7% stated
that they would have severe
difficulties recruiting general
labourers post-Brexit, with
4% citing carpenters and
construction supervisors as the
roles they would have the most
difficulty filling.
When the responses were
combined, the roles where
respondents reported or
anticipated the most difficulty
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were construction project
managers (70%), construction
supervisors (60%), general
labourers (55%) and directors
or production managers (45%).
The results have been passed
to the Home Office and the
industry is now lobbying for
changes to the salary threshold
of £30,000 for EU migrants as
many construction jobs do not
offer salaries that high. While
the industry is negotiating for
an appropriate transition to
reduce the effect of the UK’s
exit from the European Union,
it is also increasing its efforts to
recruit home-grown talent and
persuade more students to train
for a career in construction.
Much campaign focus is
on roles where there will be
an anticipated shortage. It is
important, however, to bear in
mind that we will not always
work the way we have. New
ways of working will demand
new skills and this is one area
where attracting young talent
to join an aging workforce
could pay dividends. When
asked about their perception
of the construction industry,
most people recall images of
construction sites, working
outdoors in all weathers, of
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getting messy. Construction
has a breadth of rewarding
career opportunities that do not
involve site work and which will
challenge STEM students. As an
industry, we need to be better at
selling the possibilities as well as
the realities.

The value of
going digital is
that there is a
change of
mindset, of
approach.”
The adoption of new ways of
working and digital technologies
will increase productivity, attract
new joiners and career switchers
who would not otherwise
have considered a career in
construction. The result of not
embracing the opportunities that
digital technology presents is
not attractive. A 2018 McKinsey
study showed that construction
had the lowest rate of digital
adoption of any industry. That
makes construction ripe for

disruption. The same way that
Airbnb disrupted the hotel
market or Uber the taxi market,
disruption could be the fate
that awaits construction, Brexit
or no Brexit, unless we disrupt
ourselves. Amazon and Google
are already eying the housing
market. Imagine a home,
with all the convenience of
a smart home run by Google
or equipped by Amazon.
Consumers have shown over
time that they will sacrifice
privacy for convenience.
Digital technology will not
just introduce new hardware
and it is more than just about
building information modelling
(BIM). BIM is an enabler. It is
more about processes and
changing company culture
that it is about the technology
itself. What BIM has done is it
has acted as a gateway. Once
companies became more used
to using phones and tablets to
access and manage building
models, they were more
comfortable about exploring
other technologies. Drones,
augmented reality, virtual reality
have been used to help model,
plan and visualise progress
onsite and let members of the
supply chain see how their

work all fits together. Drones,
particularly, can help reduce
health and safety risk by getting
safer access to hard to reach
or dangerous places, all while
providing quality survey data.
Jobs using these technologies
did not exist a few years ago
and we are only just tapping the
surface of what they can achieve
now.
The value of going digital
is that there is a change of
mindset, of approach. How
we do things will necessarily
change and we may not need
as many workers to achieve the
same goals.
Perhaps the solution to
the skills crisis is to begin that
move to digital. While we will
always need people to work
on site, we may not need to
recruit as many people as we
first thought. The people we do
recruit will have transferable
skills so they can come from
other industries, widening our
talent pool. Younger workers
and career switchers bringing
a different perspective will help
future-proof the industry. Most
importantly, we will be in control
of our own destiny. And wasn’t
that what Brexit was all about?
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Archaeology

Interview with an
archaeologist

s Andrew Norton Regional
Director at Wessex
Archaeology’s Northern office in
Sheffield

Q. Can you briefly explain
what archaeology is?

A. Archaeology is the
study of past human activity
through the investigation of
material remains, such as
sites, artefacts and ecofacts.
Archaeological investigations
might entail researching
past land use, recording
buildings and landscapes,
mapping below ground
remains through geophysics
or survey techniques, or
excavating historical remains
that are buried underground or
underwater. They range from the
extraordinary to the everyday.
Archaeologists investigate the
physical evidence of the past in
all its forms.
In the UK, much of the
archaeology is developer-led.
At the start of the planning
process and during construction,
developers need to demonstrate
that they have paid appropriate
attention to any heritage they
might be affecting. The delivery
of this service is usually by
commercial archaeology and
heritage consultants, and the
process varies depending
on the needs of the site.
Nowadays, “archaeology”
includes everything from initial
assessment reports, intrusive
excavation, watching briefs,
conservation and specialist
services like osteoarchaeology,
through to dissemination and
public engagement.

Q. Tell us a little about you
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A. I’m Regional Director at
Wessex Archaeology’s Northern
office in Sheffield. Wessex
Archaeology is a CIfA Registered
Organisation (No. 4) and one of
the UK’s leading archaeology
and heritage contractors and
consultancies. I’ve close to 25
years of experience working
in commercial archaeology,
particularly in large-scale energy
and infrastructure projects such
as HS1, HS2 and Wylfa Newydd.
My principal role as Regional
Director is to direct business
development and resources
across the Midlands, North of
England and Wales. In my time
at Wessex Archaeology the
northern office has grown from
a predominantly locally based
operation with a turnover of
£300k a year to a £4.5 million
per year nationwide business.

Q. Why should NFB members
be interested in an interview
with an archaeologist?

A. Archaeology is a crucial
part of the planning and
development process and can
seriously impact construction
projects if consideration isn’t
given at an early stage. It’s got
a bit of an image problem in the
construction industry because
of this, so in this article I want to

give you some ideas for doing
it properly and cutting out the
stress. This will help your clients.
Much of our work revolves
around helping clients avoid
archaeological remains, risk and
cost through design.
Wessex Archaeology has a
team of heritage consultants
to share this knowledge with
others across the industry.
Sharing this knowledge is
important, as this is a complex
subject to tackle the pitfalls are
generally not very well known.
It benefits everyone to have a
clear picture of what is required
from developers and contractors
and what best practice in
heritage and archaeological
mitigation looks like.
Sharing this knowledge
across the construction
industry is imperative if
construction schemes are
to start off on the right foot.
At Wessex Archaeology, we
think that collaborating with
contractors, developers,
consultants and the community
benefits everyone. Increasing
everyone’s understanding of the
archaeology of a construction
schemes results in efficient
project management and a
community that supports their
local schemes.

Q. Don’t contractors and
clients get worried when an
archaeologist turns up on
site, thinking they will cause
delays and cost money?

A. Archaeology is not about
stopping development – in
fact it’s the opposite. Often our
first discussions with a client
will be about mitigating the
archaeology of a scheme. We
enable sustainable development
by helping clients to deliver
on their responsibilities to
the historic environment and
discharge any archaeological
planning conditions.
If developers go by best
practice and work with a
consultancy at pre-planning
application stage, this leads to
a better understand of what
archaeology is likely to be there
and how to mitigate any risks
to it in a proportionate way
that will be acceptable to the
local Planning Authority and
Archaeological Officer. We are
also very much in our client’s
corner, and we will help to come
up with a solution that is costand time-effective, and works
with the project design as much
as possible. If you do this as a
developer or contractor, you are
much less likely to come upon
any surprises later on when you
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Archaeology
regular communication further
work will not come as a surprise
and may be mitigated out.
Crucially, good communication
is the best way of ensuring that
programmes will be met.
If there is the need for
archaeological works use it
to your benefit. Many of our
clients talk of faster selling
houses or reduced opposition
to development when the
community has a vested interest
in the archaeology of a scheme.

About CIfA

start building on site, which may
cause greater delays and higher
costs to a project.
If something unexpected
turns up when construction has
begun, archaeology consultants
can be there again to help work
with the local authority to come
up with a workable solution that
won’t delay the site longer than
is necessary. If we collaborate
early, then delays can be
minimised and by using a CIfA
accredited archaeologist you will
avoid unnecessary work.

Q. Can you share an example
/ some examples of how
you’ve collaborated well with
a contractor?

A. Our Sheffield fieldwork
team is currently working on the
northern section of HS2 with
LMJV – the contractor. HS2 is
the largest construction and
archaeological project ever
run in the UK, and successful
collaboration between Wessex
Archaeology and LMJV is key to
avoid unnecessary delays.
Access and ecological issues
often cause delays to starting
archaeological works and when
those works involve 2,000
trenches the risk of knock on
delays to the project are great.
Key to our successful working
relationship with LMJV is regular
meetings and trust between the
site teams, project manager,
logistics officer and the LMJV
project managers, and land
access and ecological teams.
Having designated personnel
to match roles at our client
means communication is good,
misunderstandings are rare and
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deadlines are met.

Q. How does Archaeology
add value to industry and to
society?

A. Archaeology is much more
than digging up artefacts or
recording historical buildings.
For the construction industry,
the fact that we champion
responsible and sustainable
development is something that
everyone should be proud of.
It leaves a positive legacy for
future generations and adds
value to the places that we build
and communities we create.
Developer-led archaeology
contributes a huge amount to
our understanding of the UK’s
cultural heritage, which is a
key economic driver for the
UK, bringing in tourism and
investment and enhancing our
collective sense of wellbeing.
From a reputational point
of view, proper attention to
archaeology and heritage
can offer a positive light for
developers and contractors
within the communities that are
affected as well as enhancing
the reputation of the industry as
a whole.
At Wessex Archaeology, we
are also a registered charity.
The beneficiaries of our work
encompass a wide spectrum
of groups across the UK and
beyond. The knowledge gained
through serving our clients in
the construction industry is used
to enhance the experiences of
individuals, communities, and
organisations. We recognise
this dual responsibility – both
our commercial clients and our

community of benefit deserve
the highest quality service that
we can provide (WA Theory of
Change, 2015).
Our clients are increasingly
eager to maximise the benefits
that heritage can bring to the
communities they are working
in. We strongly encourage
community engagement
and provide resources to
help deliver it. We have
recently invested in a fulltime Community & Education
Manager to redevelop our
offering to schools so that
we are able to meet learning
objectives, not just in history,
but in literacy, art and STEM
subjects too. This helps to
drive our charitable aims, using
archaeology as the vehicle for
inspiring and educating young
people.

Q. What would be your
top tips for a construction
companies when they
need to work with an
archaeologist?

A. Involve archaeologists
at the pre-planning stage.
Too often we receive a frantic
phone call on a Friday afternoon
requesting an archaeologist
for site the following Monday
because ‘no-one realised
there was a need for an
archaeological excavation’. You
might find that by involving us
early there is no need for an
archaeological excavation.
Keep on communicating.
The production of a desk-based
assessment or evaluation
may not be the end of the
archaeological works. Through

The Chartered Institute
for Archaeologists is the
leading professional body for
archaeologists working in the UK
and overseas. CIfA champions
professionalism in archaeology.
It promotes high professional
standards and strong ethics
in archaeological practice
to maximise the benefits
that archaeologists bring to
society. Members of CIfA are
professionally accredited and
skilled in the study and care
of the historic environment.
They are committed to offering
high quality service to clients
and to the public. CIfA’s
Code of conduct provides a
framework, which underpins
the professional lives of
archaeologists.

About Wessex Archaeology

With a 40-year history,
Wessex Archaeology is one of
the leading archaeological and
heritage consultancies in the
UK, employing more than 320
people operating from a network
of five regional offices based
in Salisbury, Bristol, Maidstone,
Sheffield and Edinburgh. Our
staff deliver heritage risk
mitigation services through
five specialist departments:
Consultancy, Archaeology,
Geoservices, Coastal & Marine
and Specialist Services. The
breadth of services we offer has
resulted in a diverse client-base,
from planners, designers and
developers to historic bodies
and the Ministry of Defence.
As a registered charity, we
seek to promote the education
of the public in science, the
arts, culture and heritage, as
well as enriching communities
by connecting people with
their local heritage. Our public
benefit initiatives set us apart
for our clients, as we can deliver
opportunities for meaningful
engagement and lasting impact
for a diverse audience.
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The difference between
success and failure

D

uring the past twelve
months, we have had
two major contractors
go into insolvency,
each generating a huge impact
on their supply chains; there has
been great political uncertainty;
we work in a challenging
sector – and one that continues
to work on low margins. It is
because of those pinched
margins that good advice is
critical.
Getting it wrong, even on
what can seem like small things
such as personnel disputes, can
erode that valuable margin, not
only in the direct cost of losing
a claim, for example, but also in
the management time involved,
the cost of the advice and
implementing the resolution.
It is easy to say ‘it wont
happen to me’, or that you
have a friend who can help,
(qualified or not), but when
you’re facing an environmental,
health and safety or legal issue,
it is vital that you get relevant,
construction-focused advice that
is current and underwritten.
Chris Marwood, operations
director for NFB member
Denniss & Marwood, called
the NFB Employment Advice
Line recently when he was
reluctantly having to make
someone redundant. This is a
prime example of a situation
where if you get it wrong, it can
be incredibly costly in terms of
compensation payouts – and
could even cripple a smaller
business.
Chris said: “In a situation
like this, we would always use
the NFB Advice Lines because
they are helpful, expert and
very quick to respond. On this
occasion they talked me through
the best way of dealing with this
difficult situation, what I needed
to do and when. I rang back
after each meeting and they
advised me what to do next.
“The result was that the
situation, and the employee, was
dealt with fairly and legally by
the book.”
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Dealing with experts

Stepnell is a large and well
respected company which uses
the NFB Advice Lines on a
regular basis, most often to deal
with technical or contractual
issues.

The Advice Lines
are invaluable for
getting an
alternative,
competent view
on an issue.”

project where the architect and
subcontractor were proposing
a flat-pack roof. We had our
reservations and sought further
information from the Advice
Line, where we were told about
all the other companies currently
having issues with them. This
is the kind of information we
could never have known on our
own. We decided to go for an
alternative solution.
“In a different situation, we
were working on a design and
build job and the subcontractor

went bust half way through
the contract, creating issues
over ownership of the design.
Our subcontractor had also
subcontracted, so it’s easy to
see how messy these situations
can get. That’s why it’s so useful
to have independent experts at
the other end of the phone.
“I don’t think NFB members
use the Advice Lines enough
or realise the unnecessary risks
they’re taking when sound
advice is just a phone call away.
We carefully assess the value

Mark Wakeford, joint
managing director at Stepnell,
explained: “The Advice Lines
are invaluable for getting an
alternative, competent view
on an issue. We have our own
experts of course but why not
get a free and expert alternative
view?
“Most recently, we were
working on a care home
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Among the funded training
programmes currently being
offered by the NFB are a
series of courses around
resilience:

BeResilient

BeResilient is a CITB
fully-funded programme of
support aimed at supporting
construction companies to
develop, and later implement,
new and improved ways of
working, helping to increase
competitive advantage
and make businesses
more adaptive, robust and
prosperous.

Leadership

A four-day leadership
course for senior executives
who have direct responsibility
for the resilience of their
organisations.

BeResilient Health Check

The BeResilient Health
Check has been designed
to assess an organisation’s
current maturity in
accordance with the British
Standard Publication BS
65000:2014 – Guidance on
Organisational Resilience.

of our NFB membership every
year and it is the Advice Lines
that are one of the key pieces
of added value that keep us in
membership.”

Value of membership

The NFB is very aware that it
must always help its members to
do two things: increase income
and reduce costs. One of the
biggest costs to businesses is
good quality, relevant and up to
date expert advice. Even when
you have some expertise in your
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This is where the
Advice Lines
come in and really
prove their worth
as they are
staffed by people
with great
knowledge and
experience.”
company, it’s simply impossible
for one person or a small team
to know the answer to every
unique issue or collection of
issues, as well as keeping up to
date with all the very latest law,
regulations, good practice and
what’s happening across your
area, region or the country.
This is where the Advice
Lines come in and really prove
their worth as they are staffed
by people with great knowledge
and experience and whose sole
job is to keep their expertise
current, up to date and informed
by all the very latest information
available from across the
industry.
There are other helplines
available of course but they
are not cheap; indeed a large
contracting company could
easily pay £20-30,000 per
year for them, with a smaller
company still paying out four
figures. If you buy advice ad
hoc, it becomes even more
expensive: it is not unusual for a
solicitor to charge £200 an hour,
for example.
A further advantage is
that where a member wants
to go a step further and take

action – for example they need
representation at a tribunal
or need to commission an
environmental study or get an
asbestos expert in – then we
can provide that service at a
substantial discount.
Another critically important
element of the NFB’s Advice
Lines is that the service is
indemnified. That means that in
the unlikely event of our experts
getting it wrong and you take
action on the basis of advice
you’ve been given, the NFB will
make sure that your losses are
covered by our service provider.

Saving on training

Another area that members
can get huge value from their
NFB membership is in Training.
NFB Business & Skills has
developed a number of CITBfunded initiatives that provide
members with access to training
and business development
opportunities around some of
the challenges facing the sector
today.
The NFB Business & Skills
team is particularly skilled in
supporting members to access
grants and funding that is
available for specific training
needs. For example, the team
has supported numerous NFB
members to access a CITB fund
designed especially for SMEs.
Several members have taken
advantage of this already this
year and undertaken training,
worth between £5,000 and
£10,000, in line with CITB
criteria, and to help support the
specific development needs of
their business – at no cost.
The reality is that people
are busy working in their
businesses, working hard
to keep their clients happy

and with little time to look
around for training courses,
let alone the funding to make
it happen. And this is why the
NFB is so invaluable. One call
to the Business & Skills team
takes care of all that and, for
some members, pretty much
covers the cost of their annual
membership.
Bennett Homes is one
member that has enjoyed a
number of opportunities through
the NFB.
Colin Parker, operations
director for Bennett Homes, said:
“We recently received some
excellent training from the NFB
on effective communication. We
chose this particular training
because it was relevant to all
staff and in all situations. The
NFB helped us to source the
funding for the training.
“Training is one of the most
important elements of NFB
membership for us, allowing us
to introduce training on a broad
variety of topics, all designed to
improve our business.”
There are so many benefits
to being a member of the NFB
and we’ve outlined just two of
them here, each of which could
more than cover the cost of
annual membership at a stroke.
Check our website
www.builders.org.uk/memberbenefits/advice/ or call
03450 578 160 to see how you
could reduce your costs and
increase your income through
your membership of NFB.
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EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE OF
CAVITY WALL CONSTRUCTION!
The SureCav story began with a search for a better way to construct the cavity than using a timber shutter system.

T

he idea for SureCav came in the
winter of 2000, I was building a large
3,500 sq. ft. timber frame bungalow with
an outside skin of natural stone. To make
a saving on the contract the client had
decided to forgo the use of a concrete
backing-block and use timber shutters to
support the stonework.
With the shutters set around the timber
frame the masons started work. By this
time, it was late morning. By mid-afternoon
the 450mm course had been built, no
more stone could be laid, and the shutters
could not be struck as the mortar was
still not set, day over! As this process
continued, I realised we were losing a day
in every three setting shutters. Another
thing was that as the shutters were
struck, green mortar was falling into and
contaminating the cavity and more time
was wasted cleaning this up. There had to
be an easier way to do this!
THE SOLUTION - A VERSATILE CAVITY
SPACER SYSTEM
SureCav was dreamt-up in my kitchen and
started off as soft-drink

Surecav25 installation - Photo @ 2018 Tonic Construction Ltd.

s SureCav25, the only approved way to build 25mm residual cavities!

bottle-necks stuck to a piece of cardboard.
We finally came up with the shape of the
SureCav pod, which sends moisture to the
outside of the wall protecting the cavity
from moisture and mortar contamination.

The ‘Wall of Plastic’ came into existence!
We have now introduced SureCav25,
forming a 25mm residual cavity, designed
to the high standards of SureCav50 with
the same specification, but just 25mm
deep. It is a moulded, 100% recycled,
polypropylene panel with spacer
protrusions, forming a 25mm clear cavity
and providing the perfect backing board
for the stone, slate, brick and flint outer leaf
and is fully BBA certificated. SureCav25
makes more room for insulation in the
cavity and is the key to achieving lower
U-Values whilst guaranteeing a clean
moisture and mortar free cavity in all
exposure zones. Check the details and
see for yourself why the SureCav spacer
system is the ‘Sure way forward’ to
improved building quality!

As I always say, “It’s not just because I
designed SureCav that I am selling the
system. After all, if someone else had
designed it, I would buy it – well I would!
Because it works!”
Charlie Ayers MD
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Significantly reduce labour and material costs with SureCav!
Installing SureCav will result in a faster, cleaner build and is durable, protecting the fabric of the
building from any water penetration by wind driven rain.
SureCav helps to drive down U-Values!
SureCav25 is the only product accepted by the BBA, LABC
and NHBC that allows a 25mm residual cavity. Install
SureCav25 to make extra room in the cavity for more
insulation and help to drive down U-Values even further!

SureCav halves the cost!

By choosing SureCav you could be saving up to half the
cost of building with a block wall to support the
stonework. Also, don’t forget that the time saved in using
SureCav results in a faster build, estimated to be at least
10 working days on an average 4 bedroom house.

Our drive to help the environment!
Since introducing 100% recycled plastic in 2011, we have
used over 675 tonnes in our production to manufacture
SureCav25 and SureCav50. On site, this has replaced the
equivalent of 50,000 tonnes of concrete or 2.7 million
concrete blocks, which would take 2,500 lorry loads to
deliver. The same wall area, when installing SureCav,
would take just 77 loads!
SureCav avoids having
to build an additional
block construction wall
which could require up
to 40 tonnes of blocks,
as shown here on the
left.
The equivalent wall
area of SureCav panels
will easily fit into a
pick-up and makes it
so much easier for site
handling, distribution
and installation.

SureCav25 & SureCav50, designed
especially for all masonry finishes,
including brick, stone, flint, slate
and also retrofit applications.
SureCav is suitable for use with a
block inner leaf, timber-frame,
SIP, ICF and SFS designs.
SURECAV - SAVES TIME, SPACE,
EFFORT AND MONEY!
See www.surecav.co.uk for cost
comparisons, drawings, FAQs,
site examples, testimonials and
downloads.

SureCav25 is the only accepted way to build a 25mm residual cavity!
●
●
●
●
●

Full BBA approval (04-4154)
Accepted by LABC and NHBC
Gives the option of more insulation
Barrier protection from wind driven rain
Excellent surface for the construction of
any external wall masonry but shields the
cavity and inner leaf from water ingress
● Suitable for stone, brick and all masonry
finishes in all exposure zones

Consistent, protected,
25mm residual cavity

Industry
Feature
News

CITB raises grants for
construction apprentices

T

HE CITB is offering
a funding boost
to help employers
take on construction
apprentices.
At the beginning of April
2019, the organisation’s
attendance grants to employers
went up to £2,500 per year,
while achievement grants
rose to £3,500 for companies
whose apprentice successfully
completes their training.
This represents an overall
funding increase from £10,250

to £14,500 for each apprentice
an employer takes on – a rise of
30% on the previous rates.
CITB said its decision to
increase employer funding
was prompted by falling
construction apprenticeships.
This is due to factors such as
economic uncertainty caused
by Brexit and employers
adjusting to new apprenticeship
reforms, including the
Apprenticeship Levy.
However, construction needs
many more learners not only

starting, but completing their
apprenticeships and joining the
workforce. The organisation
forecasts a need to fill some
168,500 new jobs over the next
five years.
"We know that taking on an
apprentice is a big investment
for employers who have seen
the cost of doing this go up
significantly in recent years,”
said Stephen Radley, CITB's
director of strategy and policy.
"These grant increases are
designed to help employers of

all sizes take on apprentices and
ensure those learners complete
their courses.
"CITB support isn’t just about
money, but we believe that this
major rise in grant funding will
improve both apprenticeship
starts and completions in our
sector."

‘Pay to get paid’ culture
could lead to another Carillion
New ways of squeezing smaller construction
companies for cash could see the industry
sleepwalking into another Carillion-level shock.

T

he National Federation
of Builders (NFB)
is warning the
introduction of
‘pay to get paid’, whereby
larger contractors charge
subcontractors a percentage
of a project’s revenue for faster
payment and a closer working
relationship, could lead to
companies being starved of
cash and held to ransom by a
handful of large companies.
Kier’s announcement of its
‘Working as One’ initiative is
notable because it, like Carillion,
is a strategic government
supplier. However, rather than
focus on any one company, the
NFB believes this development
is part of a larger debate which
must now be more adequately
addressed.
Like Carillion and Interserve,
Kier’s size means there is
an economic imbalance
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in its relationships with
subcontractors, meaning it can
make signing up to its finance
schemes a condition of working
with it.
The Supply Chain Finance
Initiative was introduced under
the coalition government in
2012 as a cash flow solution to
help businesses free up working
capital trapped in supply chains.
However, the scheme has been
subverted and abused over time
with former Business Secretary
Sir Vince Cable, who was
instrumental in the introduction
of the scheme, acknowledging
in 2018 that it had become
fatally flawed and should be
scrapped.
Carillion was notorious in the
industry for using this scheme
to introduce 120-day payment
terms. Other large contractors
followed suit. They saw the
opportunity to generate free

cash from their subcontractors
as much cheaper and more
readily available than borrowing
from banks which continue to
restrict lending to construction.
The advantage is that these
arrangements can be kept off
the balance sheet. Carillion had
up to £300 million in off-balance
sheet schemes at the time of
its liquidation. It also had 346
companies under its umbrella. It
is this skewing of a company’s
financial position that can make
it difficult for anyone assessing
a bid to accurately assess
whether a company is fit to be
awarded contracts.
Rather than devising
new measures to tackle late
payment, the NFB believes that
Government should lead by
example and enforce existing
legislation for 30-day payments
on public sector contracts.
As the construction industry’s
largest client, the Government
could neutralize one of the tier
one contractors’ arguments
that the supply chain is not
being paid on time because
they are not being paid by
the Government. It could do

this simply by committing to,
and actually, paying on time,
rather than just having prompt
payment as an aspiration.
The Government has said
it will use the payment data
submitted by companies to
deny access to public contracts
to companies that fail to pay
95% of invoices within 60
days. While this is welcome,
the Crown Commercial
Service (CCS), the part of
the Cabinet Office operating
the Government’s £30 billion
construction framework, did
not commit to enforcing 30-day
payment terms, despite publicly
supporting it.
We have the carrot of
government work and the
sticks of payment performance
reporting and the denial of
public work. The increased
prominence of the Prompt
Payment Code as well as
government prompt payment
initiatives finally working
together means that it is up to
the industry to show that it can
make payment fair and prompt.
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Tangled up in
utilities?
Service Connections delivers on ALL aspects of utility infrastructure diversions, disconnections, reinforcements or new connections.

Providing:
• Advice on rules and regulations related to utility infrastructure
• Detailed studies on existing utility asset with a ‘traffic-light’ report
highlighting actions required
• Project management of diversions, disconnections
and meter removals
• Project management of statutory utility providers works
• Construction of new gas, water and electrical
mains and services
• Scheduling of gas & electric meter installations

www.serviceconnectionsltd.co.uk
Call 0330 3330284
info@servicesconnectionsltd.co.uk

Non-member Industry News
For the latest news visit our website www.builders.org.uk

Work begins to restore
Leeds’ economic
birthplace

W

ORK to breathe
new life into one
of Leeds’ most
historic buildings
is underway thanks to National
Lottery heritage funding.
The First White Cloth Hall,
which was originally built in 1711
to entice traders from nearby
towns like Wakefield, has been
entirely vacant for the last nine
years, having been underoccupied since the 1960s.
Now contractors HH Smith
& Sons have moved on site to
begin revitalising the building,
which played a key role in
propelling Leeds into a prominent
position in the textile industry.
The plans will see the hall’s
west wing restored, a new
covered courtyard with atrium
built and a new shopfront put in
place.
First White Cloth Hall (Leeds)
Ltd, a subsidiary of Leeds based
developer Rushbond PLC,
acquired the building in January
2017.
Since this time both it
and the design team, led by
Buttress Architects, has worked
closely with Leeds City Council,
Historic England and the Leeds
Civic Trust to develop the
transformational scheme. Work
is expected to be completed by
the Spring of 2020.
“The story of the First White
Cloth Hall is one that begs to
be told – and what better way
than to bring the building back
into use and re-purpose it for
the future,” said Mark Finch,
Rushbond’s director of real
estate.
“The project plays a pivotal
role in the renaissance of
Kirkgate – the area is already on
the up with lots of good things
going on, but this project will
really elevate the interest and
excitement in this historic part of
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s (Left to right) Trevor Mitchell of Historic England; David Renwick from National Lottery Heritage Fund;

Gabriel Gallagher and Ollie Glasse from HH Smith and Sons; Mark Finch and Steve Hodgson from
Rushbond; and Councillor Richard Lewis, Leeds City Council’s executive member for regeneration,
transport and planning

the city. The collaborative spirit
in which the council, Historic
England, Leeds Civic Trust, with
our professional team, have
worked together has been
hugely inspiring and we thank
them for their time, expertise
and commitment on what is
complex project.”
The restoration work
is supported by £1 million
of public sector funding to
support the private sector
speculative investment being
made. Furthermore, £500,000
was provided by the Heritage
Lottery Fund’s Townscape
Heritage Initiative with a
further £500,000 from Historic
England through their Repair
Grants for Heritage at Risk.

“The Heritage Lottery
Funding has been a godsend
in getting the regeneration
of Lower Kirkgate going, with
three units sympathetically
renovated so far,” said
Councillor Richard Lewis, the
city council’s executive member
for regeneration, transport and
planning.
“But it’s the restoration of
White Cloth Hall that will make
the biggest change to the
landscape and be the catalyst
for the remaining units to be
improved.”
Trevor Mitchell, Historic
England’s planning director
for Yorkshire, added: “We’ve
been campaigning for years to
save this birthplace of the city’s

economy and our partnership
has come together just in time
to rescue it from collapse.
Rushbond’s plans will give it a
new lease of life and another
boost to Kirkgate – the oldest
street in Leeds.”
David Renwick, head of
Heritage Lottery Fund Yorkshire
& Humber, said: “This project
clearly demonstrates how
by investing in heritage, the
National Lottery can have a
direct impact on the economic
health of our local communities.
Thanks to Lottery players, this
investment in First White Cloth
Hall will be a vital piece in the
regeneration puzzle of Kirkgate,
revitalising the area for future
generations.”
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Ecocem’s “Next Generation Cement” –
Low Carbon and Technically Advanced

E

cocem’s ‘Next Generation Cement’
is an award winning product which
is the Best Available Technology for
minimising the environmental impact of
concrete, whilst maximising its technical
performance. Distributed in the UK since
2015, Ecocem’s 25kg bagged cement is a
blend of Ground Granulated Blastfurnace
Slag (GGBS) and Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC). It is fully certified for use within the
cement standards and proven to produce
concrete which is stronger and longer
lasting than concretes made using only
OPC. Ecocem’s ‘Next Generation Cement’ is
sulphate resistant and ideal for applications
such as concrete, mortars, screed and
renders. It is commonly used in chemically
aggressive environments where salts,
acids, and/or farm effluent is present.
Why is the demand for ‘Next Generation
Cement’ growing?
The number of plasterers, bricklayers,
paving contractors, ground workers
and flooring specialists using Ecocem
25Kg bags in the UK, continues to rise
considerably. The primary reasons for this
trend are the benefits which the product
offers. These include the fact that the

cement produces a concrete which has a
whiter, smoother finish, maintains longer
open times, sustains greater workability
and requires less water and admixture.
‘Next Generation Cement’ also significantly
reduces efflorescence, the white foam like
substance sometimes seen on brick or
concrete walls.

(EPD) and registers the lowest carbon
footprint in the UK. The carbon footprint
of OPC is approx. 900kg per tonne as
opposed to Ecocem’s GGBS which is 32kg
per tonne, over 95% lower. Ecocem blend
their GGBS with
OPC to produce
‘Next Generation
Cement’ and in
doing so reduce
the carbon
footprint of their
25kg bags by
approximately 50%
when compared
to traditional
cement bags.

Despite the advanced credentials of the
product and its superior packaging which
offers a hybrid, weather resistant bag
option, Ecocem’s ‘Next Generation Cement’
does not have a premium price and is very
competitive in the bagged cement market.

Where is
Ecocem’s “Next
Generation Cement” available?
Ecocem ‘Next Generation Cement’ is sold
through merchants in the UK. The contact
details for the UK sales manager
are as follows:

Low Carbon Cement
Ecocem GGBS is the only one verified
with an Environmental Product Declaration

Andy Robinson
M: 07950 290684
T: 00353 16781800
E: arobinson@ecocem.ie

STRONGER, LONGER LASTING

& ENHANCED PERFORMANCE

TECHNICAL
BENEFITS

ARCHITECTURAL
BENEFITS

• Stronger - increases in strength over
longer period resulting in stronger
concrete

• Brighter colour and smoother finish
– aesthetically superior with high
quality finish

• More Durable and Sulphate Resistant
– highly resistant to attack from
chemicals including, salts, chloride,
waste water and farm effluent

• Reduced efflorescence –naturally
supresses the causes of white
patches on brick or concrete

• Longer open times – extended
workability and ease of use

COMMERCIAL
BENEFITS

ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS

• Available in weather resistant
bags – hybrid bag which is more
appropriate to the local weather
conditions

• Low carbon cement – carbon
footprint approximately 50% lower
than a traditional bag of cement

• Price competitive - premium product
in the same price category as other
bagged cements

USE NEXT GENERATION CEMENT TODAY!
TO FIND OUT MORE CALL +353 (0)1 678 1800 OR VISIT www.ecocem.ie
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Yeoman Rainguard Rainwater Systems Chosen
by Persimmon Homes for Luxury Renovation.
Nestled in the foothills of the South Pennines near Rochdale, Lancashire, is the restoration and conversion, by
Persimmon Homes, of the old Birch Hill Hospital into stunning apartments and town houses.

T

he use of the beautiful historic building,
gracing Rochdale’s landscape since
1877, has certainly changed starting out
originally as a workhouse then run as an
NHS hospital for many years.
The dilapidated hospital, imposing
clock tower, chapel and rectory
required sympathetic restoration
techniques by Persimmon Homes’ team
to maintain and restore the buildings
grand architecture and design.
Yeoman Rainguard’s XL Aluminium
rainwater systems, with traditional
style, textured finish and colour, were
chosen to mirror the grandeur and
luxury of the renovation scheme.
The exterior of what was the main hospital
and clock tower, now exclusive and
desirable apartments, was enhanced both
visually and practically by the installation of
Yeoman Rainguard XL Aluminium gutters
and downpipes.
Finished in RAL7012 Basalt Grey,
150 x 100mm MOG XL Aluminium
gutters were fitted with the addition
of 100mm dia. downpipes.
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perfectly with the overall exterior design.

A bespoke GRP fascia detail,
skilfully manufactured by Yeoman
Rainguard at their facilities in Leeds,
sits stylishly below the gutters.

The systems, all installed by a Yeoman
Rainguard directly employed fixing
operative, not only complement the
character of the original buildings but
offer an extremely functional and durable
rainwater system which will give 30 years
and upwards of maintenance free service.

The Chapel has been tastefully remodelled
into 2 semi-detached properties and now
sports XL Aluminium 125x 100mm MOG
gutters and 100mm dia. downpipes. Finished
again in Grey the rainwater system dovetails

Andrew Clarke of Persimmon Homes
commented “The quality and authentic,
traditional feel to Yeoman Rainguard
Rainwater Systems reflect the quality of
products and workmanship that Persimmon

Homes have put into this prestigious
development.
“In an area surround by nature we
were also keen to install eco- friendly
products that were long lasting, so
helping to reduce the time and money
spent on the future up keep of the
restored buildings, keeping them looking
grand for many years to come.”
For more information on Yeoman
Rainguard rainwater systems to suit all
building styles go to www.rainguard.co.uk
or call 0113 279 5854.
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Leeds bids for £60m
funding to unlock city
centre living

T

HOUSANDS of new
homes could be
delivered in Leeds
city centre, helping to
double its size and create a
more liveable city, if a bid for
around £60 million of funding is
granted.
Leeds City Council has
finalised its bid for investment
from the Housing Infrastructure
Fund (HIF) as part of Leeds
Living, a programme intended
to increase the opportunity
to build thousands more new
and “affordable” city centre
homes by investing in area-wide
infrastructure.
The council says it is building
new homes at a faster rate
than any other UK Core City
and currently around 25,000
people live in its city centre.
With demand for city centre
living continuing to rise, there is
capacity for up to 20,000 more
homes to be built – 8,500 of
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which would be unlocked by
2033 through a successful HIF
bid.
The HIF investment would
fund improved connectivity
by delivering bridges over
highways and waterways,
realigned and structured
roads to improve cycling and
pedestrian access to connect
developments and communities
to the city. This new
infrastructure would support
a range of high-quality and
supposedly affordable housing
choices for families, as well as
help to develop sustainable
residential and mixed-use
neighbourhoods.
“The Housing Infrastructure
Fund bid forms part of our
ambitious, city-wide investment
plans for new housing – but
we can only build more city
centre homes if we improve
connectivity and stitch the new
homes into the fabric of our city,

allowing them to come forward
for delivery,” said Councillor
Judith Blake, leader of Leeds
City Council.
“New housing and
regeneration schemes have
a huge part to play in tackling
inequality across the city. As
a compassionate city with
a strong economy, Leeds is
committed to placing the needs
of its residents at the heart of
our plans for inclusive growth.
Schemes like South Bank
show what can be achieved by
targeted investment in a range
of new facilities to expand the
city centre, making it a place
where people and families want
to live and work.
“Our communities, their
aspirations and quality of life,
are a focal point within our
overall city vision. A healthy
and functioning city centre
housing market will support
the provision of new shared

s Southbank, Leeds

amenities including schools,
health facilities, and new public
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.”
The council says it hopes
that by unlocking this funding,
more schemes using modern
infrastructure with sustainable
living at their heart will be
developed. It cites as an
example, developer Citu’s
£125 million Climate Innovations
District in Hunslet (pictured
above), part of the South Bank
which has already welcomed its
first occupiers. It is said to be the
UK’s largest urban sustainable
development and will include
515 low-carbon family homes,
offices, leisure facilities and
a pioneering home-building
factory.
“We wanted to build
for a mixed community of
young people, families and
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Leeds Chamber launch for planning protocol
A new strategy aimed at
helping the delivery of new
development in the city was
launched at a Leeds Chamber
Property Forum.
The Leeds Planning Protocol
is the result of joint working
between Leeds City Council
and West & North Yorkshire
Chamber of Commerce, setting
out a commitment to working
together. It builds on existing
good practice of engaging with
communities, front-loading the
planning process, and promises
a more proactive approach to
delivering good growth in the
city.

downsizers,” said Chris
Thompson, Citu’s founder and
managing director.
“Every element in the
creation of this village has
energy preservation at the
forefront and we are building
and installing onsite. We’re
keen to help Leeds to be the
first city in the UK to create an
ecologically pioneering district

“It has been a time of
significant change in recent
years,” said Councillor Richard
Lewis, the city council’s
executive member for
regeneration, transport and
planning. “Leeds has the largest
centre outside London for
financial and business services,
digital, creative, publishing and
broadcasting along with the
second highest concentration
of knowledge intensive jobs.
“The council’s ambitious
Core Strategy sees a
commitment to delivering
thousands of new houses whilst
retaining the focus on building

strong and vibrant communities
with the emphasis on good
place making and high quality
homes.
“This sustainable growth
can only happen if the right
development comes forward
in the right place at the right
time and works successfully if
there is collaboration between
the council, local communities
and developers to secure that
growth.”
David Rollinson, of planning
consultants, Spawforths,
and chair of the Chamber’s
housing group, added: “In
2018 we published Liveability

of this scale as part of its Smart
Cities Programme.
“We have also installed a
main bridge across the River
Aire, meaning people living in
the Hunslet area will cross 11
fewer roads to access the city
centre and cycle time to the
station is cut to just six minutes,
creating a safer environment to
live.”

Currently 2,232 new homes
are under construction in Leeds
city centre. This includes 700
homes by Dandara on Leodis
Street in Holbeck and 232
apartments at Wellington Street
being delivered by Grainger.
More than 60 additional
schemes in the city centre and
fringe areas have been granted
planning permission, providing

Make your mark...

Industry News

Leeds, a report on how to
deliver housing growth in
a more positive and less
confrontational manner locally.
The report acknowledges
that more needs to be done
to ensure we built the right
housing in the right places,
whilst ensuring communities
were brought in to the process.
“The planning protocol
has been a great example
of collaboration between
public and private sector and
I congratulate Leeds plans
panel members and the wider
development community for
driving this ambition forward.”

a wide range of mixed-tenure,
viable and sustainable homes –
including Moda’s 515-apartment
SOYO scheme at Quarry Hill and
CEG’s development of 700 new
homes at Globe Road and Water
Lane in Holbeck.

...with our
premium
branded
notebooks

For further information contact Caroline Ackroyd at Crosby Associates Media Ltd
Tel 0161 274 9327 or email caroline.ackroyd@crosbyassociates.co.uk
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Firms sign up to help
make a diversity WISH
come true

P

ROMINENT businesses
in the UK’s housing
and construction
sectors have signed
up to support Women in Social
Housing (WISH) by becoming its
latest sponsors.
The organisation is the only
membership-based network for
women working across every
discipline of UK housing.
WISH works to challenge
stereotypes and help to remove
barriers for women working
in these industries. It assists
women in both the public and
the private sectors.
It takes its work into schools
to support young women to
consider careers in housing,
as well as assisting women
already working in the sector to
progress and develop.
Now Kier Group, law firm
Capsticks, property developer
MHA London, and specialist
housing recruitment firm
Greenacre have all agreed to
support WISH by becoming
sponsors.
“We are thrilled that these
high-profile organisations
have agreed to sponsor us.
Sponsorship of this nature
enables us to promote the
aims, objectives and the many
strengths of WISH to a wider
audience,” said Katie McDonald,
WISH’s finance and membership
manager.
“This sponsorship will help us
in our mission to address gender
equality across the sector.
It will enable us to support
more young women thinking
about housing or construction
as a career and help us offer
support through our mentoring
programme.”
Susie Rogers, partner at
Capsticks, said: “With 70% of
our firm as female we have
a strong focus on diversity
throughout business, and we
are delighted to support WISH’s
vision of addressing gender
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equality across the social
housing sector. In the current
challenging climate for housing,
having a more diverse workforce
will bring new ideas and
perspectives to help the sector
succeed.’’
Hossein Abedinzadeh of
MHA London said: “We are
looking forward to growing our
network within the property
industry and are proud to
support and raise awareness of
WISH.”
David Mawson, executive
director of specialist services
at Kier, added: “As an industry,
it is vital that we work together
to create a workforce that is
diverse. It brings with it so
many benefits, from widening
the talent pool to reflecting the
residents that we serve.
“As a business, we have a
number of internal and external
initiatives in place to support
our commitment to creating
a balanced business. We are
proud to be sponsoring the
Women in Social Housing
network which is supporting

women as they enter our
industry and proactively
showcasing the career
opportunities and various routes
to entry as it looks to inspire
more people to consider a role
within the built environment.”

We are committed
to helping women
identify career
opportunities
through the WISH
Jobs Boards.”
Greenacre Recruitment,
which has specialised in
recruitment within the housing
sector for more than a decade,
will support the organisation’s
networks in the London and
Midlands regions.
The company’s Daniel Short
said: “Greenacre Recruitment

is delighted to support WISH
in expanding opportunities
for women along their career
pathways by helping to create
a level platform and accessible
routes where diversity and
equality are paramount.
“We are committed to
helping women identify career
opportunities through the WISH
Jobs Boards and are keen to
encourage women to apply for
non-executive roles.
“There is way too much
talent out there to go to waste
and we believe in creating the
structures, routes and support to
help our female candidates not
just succeed but excel at what
they do best.”
The new sponsorships are
expected to form a key factor in
helping WISH build a sustainable
future, supporting new regions
and delivering quality events
and services for its members
across the UK. The organisation
will also work with its sponsors
to continue to attract more
women into roles within the
sector.
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Find a member

Members

To find out what the NFB can offer your business visit www.builders.org.uk/member-benefits

Find a member of the NFB

The NFB has quality builders in its
membership across England and Wales.
We can help to put you in touch with local
builders who specialise in the type of work
that you need.
Visit www.builders.org.uk/find-a-builder
to access NFB’s find a builder online tool.

NFB Regions

Membership Services:
03450 578 174

Email:

membershipservices@builders.org.uk

EASTERN

MIDLANDS

NORTH EAST

NORTH WEST

SOUTHERN

SOUTH WEST

Jo Williams
Regional Manager

David Todd
Regional Manager

Vacant
Regional Manager

Edward Pajak
Regional Manager

David Broadbent
Regional Manager

Alastair Stonehewer
Membership Executive

WALES

Alastair Stonehewer
Membership Executive

What can the NFB offer your business?

Being a member of the NFB sets you apart from other
construction businesses: you are committed to providing
great service and being highly efficient in today’s dynamic
construction sector.
Visit www.builders.org.uk/member-benefits to see how
NFB can help you win new business and stay ahead of your
competitors
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Events
For the latest events visit www.builders.org.uk/events

Dates for your diary
Regional Review events 2019

The National Federation of Builders wishes to advise members in the North East of the upcoming
association events for 2019:

1

MAY

Wales – Construction Forum
Chepstow Racecourse
9.30 - 12.30

23

21

MAY

Midlands – Construction Forum
Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors, Birmingham
11:30 - 15:00

23

MAY

North East – Construction Forum
Darrington Golf Club, Pontefract
10:15 to 12:30

MAY

North East – REB & AGM
Darrington Golf Club, Pontefract

13

JUN

National – Gala Dinner
The Deep – Hull

14

Nov

North East – REB plus
North East – Construction Forum
To be confirmed....

To book a place on any of the above events send an email to membershipservices@builders.org.uk or call
the membership team on 03450 578 174
ff Notices and invitations will be sent to you leading up to each event. Your attendance as always, is very much
welcomed and appreciated.
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More than just cooking

5

en
Kitch Aid

henAid
Kitc

With our four brands, KitchenAid, Whirlpool, Hotpoint and Indesit, there’s something for every home; from iconic
design matched with professional performance, to stylish yet practicable appliances with time-saving at their heart.

Subject to registration.
Ts and Cs apply.

For the
passionate maker
Professional performance, artisan quality and iconic design,
unleash creativity in the kitchen.

2
Subject to registration.
Ts and Cs apply.

Intelligent technology
for effortless cooking
By sensing, adapting and controlling appliances, 6TH SENSE
technology ensures uncompromising results with minimal
effort and resource use.

Cook with
confidence
Multiflow Technology distributes constant and even heat to
every corner of the oven for perfect results every time.

2 10

YEAR
YEAR
LABOUR
PARTS
EXTENDED
GUARANTEE

Practical, reliable
& time saving
Cook 80 daily recipes in just one hour thanks to the Aria
oven’s Turn & Cook function, making family meals a breeze.

For more information:
Call Philip Slater 07801 726826 or e-mail: philip_slater@whirlpool.com

R EST E ASY
W E ’ V E G OT
YO U C OV E R E D

ST R U CTU R A L WA R R A N T I E S A N D
B U I L D I N G C O N T R O L FO R N E W H O M ES
P R E M I E R G UA R A N T E E . C O. U K

0800 107 8446
MD Insurance Services Ltd is the Scheme Administrator for the Premier Guarantee range of structural warranties.
MD Insurance Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

